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EDITORIAL
An efficient and effective disaster management
requires infusion of space technology, which is
developing at a rapid pace due to both technological
advancements and greater demand caused by
emerging business opportunities and security
concerns. The global community has experienced the
benefit of space technology in disaster management
support through various national, regional and global
efforts including International Charter for Space and
Major Disasters. One of the most critical elementsfor infusion of the right
kind of space technology in disaster management support requires
appropriate research and capacity building in this new domain of scientific
endeavor. It involves real time to near real time processing of satellite and
other sensor data and derivation of knowledge products that would serve a
variety of disasters in different stages of disaster management. Due to recent
advances of sensor technology starting from high resolution optical imaging
to LIDAR and space-based geophysical observations including space
gravity and magnetism, it is imperative that sufficient research and capacity
building is developed to enable these technologies meet the dual
requirement of disaster risk reduction and sustainable development -the
main agenda ofthe Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 20152030. Under this programme, four priorities have been identified to be
addressed at local, national and global levels: a) understanding disaster risk,
b) risk governance, c) investing in DRR and d) enhancement of disaster
preparedness, space and allied spatial technology.
IIRS, an ISRO organization mandated for capacity building through
research and education, has initiated several short term and long term
training and education programmes on natural hazards and disaster risk
management. Education and training in this rapidly growing space
technology field cannot exist without research initiatives. Under various
research initiatives of IIRS including Disaster Management Support
Programme (DMSP) of ISRO, issues related to sustainable development,
mountain ecosystem, infrastructure development and natural hazards are
addressed in a complementary as well as integrated manner. In the present
issue of CONTACT, an attempt has been made to present some of the
important accomplishments and recent initiatives related to disaster
management support. Additionally, several important technological and
scientific endeavours have been listed that can directly and indirectly
support natural hazards and disaster management studies. I hope, through
this special issue, students and researchers and IIRS alumni members would
get a feel of recent research and capacity building in space technology and its
applications at national and international levels.
A. Senthil Kumar
Director, IIRS
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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Large Aperture Scintillometry and Space Observations for Regional
Evapotranspiration Studies

N

et available energy is the sum of energy
partitioned into atmospheric and surface
heat fluxes. It acts as a main driving force for
exchanges of mass, heat and momentum between the
surface and atmosphere, and thereby controls energy
and water balance at the surface. Quantification of
net available energy and associated fluxes is
therefore vital in understanding the behaviour of
ecosystem-scale exchange processes such as
evapotranspiration and hitherto, it is crucial to
evaluate spatially representative surface energy
balance over an agricultural landscape for more
accurate assessment of crop evapotranspiration
(ETc). LAS has emerged as the best alternative to
measure path-averaged sensible heat flux (H) and
atmospheric refractive index over heterogeneous
areas covering agricultural land, forest, water bodies,
river basin and bare.Keep in mind the above context,
IIRS-ISRO, Dehradun and Indian Council of
Agricultural Research-Indian Agricultural Research
Institute (ICAR-IARI), New Delhi had a joint
collaboration for research in the domain of regional
energy balance studies of croplands. Under this
agreement IIRS-ISRO, Large Aperture
Scintillometer (LAS) has been installed in the
agricultural experimental farm of ICAR-Indian
Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi in 2013,
with a spatial covering path length of 990 meter of
irrigated and cultivable agricultural landscape. A
large aperture scintillometer (LAS, Kipp&Zonen
Inc.) has transmitter, receiver and built-in data logger
for further utilized to record at every 5 minute
(Figure 1).

(Rn), sensible heat flux (H), soil heat flux (G) and
latent heat flux (LE) (Source: Danodia et al., 2017.
DOI 10.1007/s12040-017-0847-6). LAS in-situ
observations are used for validation of remote
sensing energy balance (RSEB) model by using
various remote sensing satellite data i.e. Landsat-8,
MODIS, INSAT-3D for regional estimation of ETc.

Fig. 1: LAS experimental Setup at ICAR-IARI Research Farm, New
Delhi: LAS Transmitter and LAS Receiver.

The transmitter emits electromagnetic radiation at a
wavelength λ (840 880 nm) over a known path
length to the receiver, where the fluctuations of the
light intensity are recorded. The LAS is based on the
principle of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory.This
research collaboration are exploring the utility of
LAS for the estimation of areal-averaged surface
energy balance and evapotranspiration over
agricultural landscape, specifically net radiation
Fig. 2: Estimated ETc (mm day-1) using S-SEBI algorithm.
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One attempt was already attempted by applying
the simplified-surface energy balance index (SSEBI) model for regional ETc estimation to
Landsat-8 data for the 2014-2015 period in parts of
North India, depicts in Figure 2 (Source: Danodia et

al., 2017. DOI:10.1080/10106049. 2017.1374473).
- Abhishek Danodia, N.R. Patel,
Bhaskar R. Nikam, V.K. Sehgal (IARI),
A. Senthil Kumar

Synergistic Use of Flux tower Measurements and Landsat OLI Satellite data for
Estimating Primary Productivity

T

errestrial ecosystems play an indispensable
role in controlling carbon and water
exchange processes between biosphere and
atmosphere. Among this critical processes
occurring at biosphere-atmosphere interface, gross
primary productivity is a key component which
describes exchange of CO2 via process of
photosynthesis in plant canopies. Gross primary
productivity (GPP) varies with a set of variables
which includes physical, physiological,
atmospheric, hydrological, and edaphic variables.
It can only be inferred by direct measurements of
net carbon exchange between atmosphere and
terrestrial ecosystems at ecosystem scale. There
are several ways of addressing this carbon
exchange and the most common and traditional
way is to quantify temporal changes of inventory
studies of biomass and soil carbon. But this
methodis error-prone. In recent years, eddy
covariance (EC) method has provided an
alternative way of assessing ecosystem carbon
exchange. It is a direct measure of net exchange
across canopy-atmosphere interface. To up-scale

Fig. 1: Synergy of flux tower observations and Landsat OLI for GPP
estimation
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carbon ﬂuxes to landscape, regional,continental
and global levels, remote sensing (RS) plays a
significant role by providing consistent and
systematic observations of vegetation and
ecosystems. It plays an important role in the
characterization of vegetation structure and
estimation of GPP or net primary productivity
(NPP) as EC measurements are spatially limited.
Parameterization of GPP using both RS and flux
measurements, has given attention to develop
quantitative relationship between various
biophysical parameters like leaf area index
(LAI)/fractionally intercepted photosynthetically
active radiation (fIPAR) and spectral reflectance
properties of different forest type and density
captured by the optical based RS system.
GPP is an important biophysical parameter of an
ecosystem. In the present study, conducted in
Barkot flux tower site, light use efficiency (LUE)
based model was used to estimate GPP and
validated with flux tower GPP. The simulation
required the relationship of fIPAR with RS based
vegetation indices (VIs) generated from Landsat 8
OLI data. Flux tower based meteorological
measurements such as air temperature,
photosynthetically active radiations (PAR) have
provided as basic input to run LUE model.
Comparison between predicted and observed GPP
on monthly basis from flux tower showed good
agreement. It was observed that GPP estimated
from RS based LUE has captured seasonal
dynamics and was controlled by PAR and
environmental stress. This study has demonstrated
that there is potential of LUE model to scale up GPP
for large areas.
- Subrata Nandy, Gurveen Arora
Hitendra Padalia and N.R. Patel
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Monitoring of air pollutants over Dehradun using trace gas analysers

O

zone plays a key role in the tropospheric
photochemistry. It regulates the oxidizing
capacity of the troposphere by producing
hydroxyl radical which is the principal cleansing
agent in the atmosphere. At high concentration, it is a
pernicious pollutant having detrimental impacts on
human health, crop production and vegetation. In
addition, it is an effective greenhouse gas which
absorbs terrestrial radiation at 9.6 mm and directly
contributes in global warming. Tropospheric ozone
is produced by the photochemical oxidation of other
pollutants like carbon monoxide (CO) and
hydrocarbons in the presence of nitrogen oxides
(NOx). These precursors of ozone are largely
released from biomass/biofuel burning, industrial
emissions, vehicular emissions and several other
anthropogenic activities. Emissions of these species
have been observed to increase over the Indian
subcontinent due to its rapid industrial development
and economic growth. Indian region is one of the
photo chemically most active regions due to
availability of large amount of precursors of ozone,
water vapour and solar flux. Thus, it is important to
investigate the chemical and dynamical processes
responsible for levels and variabilities of ozone and
its precursors over this region. In order to achieve
these objectives, extensive observations of these
trace species are essential over different locations all
over the Indian region.

Dehradun in July 2017 to continuously monitor
ozone, CO and NOx over Doon valley (Figure 1).
Ozone and CO mixing ratios are measured using
trace gas analysers based on absorption of UV
radiation (253.7 nm) and IR radiation (4.7 µm)
respectively. The NOx analyser is based on the
chemiluminescence effect producedby the oxidation
of NO by ozone molecules, which peaksat 630 nm
radiation. Measurements of these gases are made at
every 5 minute interval. Figure 2 shows the typical
diurnal variation of ozone and CO over Dehradun.
Ozone shows a broad peak during daytime (12-16
hrs) due to its photochemical production in the
presence of sunlight. CO shows build up during
morning and evening hours. Higher mixing ratio of
CO during morning and evening hours is due to
vehicular emissions and boundary layer dynamics.
During evening hours, boundary layer descends and
restricts the vertical mixing of CO. Hence CO gets
trapped in the shallow boundary layer and show
higher values. Boundary layer height increases after
sunrise.

A trace gas laboratory has been established at IIRS

Fig. 2: Typical diurnal variation of ozone and CO over Dehradun

During noon hours, deeper boundary layer provides
larger mixing region and thus CO gets diluted.
Fig. 1: Trace gas laboratory at IIRS Dehradun

- Shuchita Srivastava and D. Mitra

Eddy Covariance Flux Towers for Monitoring Forest Carbon Exchange

F
iirs

orests are the major reservoir of terrestrial
carbon on the Earth and play a key role in
balancing the steadily rising concentration of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. A forest is called the

4

sink or source of CO2 depending on net removal or
release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.The
traditional means of accounting carbon fluxes of a
forest ecosystem over multiple years are practically

CONTACT

Fig. 1: Eddy flux towers in Haldwani (left) and Barkot (right) in Uttarakhand.

difficult to operate. Eddy covariance technique has
emerged as an alternative way to assess Net
Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) of CO2. It is a scaleappropriate method and produces a direct measure
of NEE across the canopy-atmosphere interface. It
measures the exchange rate of CO2 across the
interface between the atmosphere and vegetation
by measuring the covariance between fluctuations
in vertical wind velocity and the CO2 mixing ratio.
The general principle of flux measurement is to
measure (i) how many molecules of any gas is
moving up and down over the time, and (ii) how
fast these molecules are traveling. To calculate the
fluxes of heat, water vapor and CO2, an equation
F = ρa W' S' is used. Where, ρa represents air
density, W' and S' represents fluctuation in vertical
wind speed and mixing ratio of air.The measured
fluxes represent an average exchange rate from an
area upwind from the flux tower.
Under FLUXNET, a global network is formed by
the combination of regional networks like
AMERIFLUX, CARBOEURO FLUX, ASIAFLUX,
OZFLUX and other non-network sites. Under the
National Carbon Project (NCP) of GeosphereBiosphere Programme of Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO), two flux towers were
established in moist sal forest, Barkot and mixed
forest plantation, Haldwani (Uttarakhand)
respectively. Barkot flux tower was established in
2009 withthe support of University Tuscia, Italy
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and Uttarakhand Forest Department. At this site,
eddy covariance sensors viz., the open path
IRGASON CO2/H2O analyzer and the sonic
anemometer are installed at 17 m height. These
sensors measure 3D-wind speed, air temperature,
CO2 and water vapour at 10Hz sampling
frequency. Micrometeorological sensors such as
net radiometer to measure short-wave and long
wave radiation (incoming and outgoing) at 15 m
height; hygrometer to measure air temperature and
humidity at 5, 10, 15 m heights and anemometer to
measure wind speed and direction at 5, 10, 15 m
heights, are installed. Soil moisture and
temperature are being measured at 30, 60, 100 cm
depth levels. Barometric pressure and precipitation
are also recorded at 15 m height.An automated data
logger is being used to archive flux data and
micrometeorological data.
The barkot flux tower sites was established in moist
deciduous sal in 2009. At this site, the flux tower is
equipped with a high speed sonic anemometer and
open path IRGASON CO2/H2O analyzer installed
at 46 m height. It measures 3D-wind speed, air
temperature, carbon dioxide and water vapour at
10Hz sampling frequency. While micrometerological
parameters like short-wave and long wave
radiation (incoming and outgoing) at 40 m height;
air temperature and humidity at 2,4,8,16,32,48 m
heights; wind speed and direction at 5, 10, 15 m
heights; barometric pressure at 2m height and

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF REMOTE SENSING
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precipitation at 50 m height are recorded. In addition,
soil temperature, soil moisture, and soil flux are also
recorded at different depth levels. The flux studies
have revealed that both mature sal forest and young
plantation are net sink of carbon. However, young
mixed plantation (associate species of sal) sequester

more carbon. Long-term pursuance of eddy fluxes
studieswould provide novel insights into carbon and
water exchange from forest canopies, and response
of forests to changing climate.
- Hitendra Padalia, Subrata Nandy and N.R. Patel

Watershed Observatory for Modelling for Ecosystem Processes and Services in
North-West Himalaya

Q

uantifying, modelling and mapping
ecosystem services are important steps to the
application of ecosystem services in practice
and decision making. Watershed is considered as
natural hydrologic unit of managing natural
resources. It is a functional entity that provides an
appropriate spatial scale for natural resource analysis
and integrates all the soil and hydrological processes
within its boundary. Ecosystem services are the
benefits that natural ecosystems provide for human
beings. Among them are the provisions of food,
wood, water quality, climate regulation, wildlifebased tourism etc. The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment has reported a widespread decline in
ecosystem services across the world. The ecosystem
services are governed by complex interactions
among climate, topography, and geology, along with
land cover, land management, and other human
modifications of the landscape. Concept of
ecosystem processes and services provides a means
for interpreting the biophysical processes that occur
on the landscape such as photosynthesis, soil erosion
a n d h y d r o l o g i c a l p r o c e s s e s . Wa t e r s h e d
Development programmes in the country has main
objectives to restore the ecological balance by
harnessing, conserving and developing degraded
natural resources such as soil, vegetation cover and
water. It helps in preventing soil erosion and nutrient
loss, regeneration of natural vegetation, rain water
harvesting and recharging of the ground water table.
It enables enhancing food production to provide
sustainable livelihood to the people residing in the
watershed area. Soil degradation due to erosion leads
to reduction in ecosystem functions and services of
interest to human and conservation of nature.
Availability of high resolution earth observation
satellite data enabled researcher and decision makers
to generate thematic information such as vegetation

iirs
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cover, land use, soil, and geomorphology and terrain
characteristics of a watershed, catchment and basin
in detail. The rise of informatics tools also provide an
opportunity to mine existing data to better
understandthe effects of land use and cover on soil
erosion and hydrologic processes. Prime ecosystem
services of watershed are climatic regulator, water
quality, aquatic life, food production and wild life
habitats. Soil carbon is the second largest sink of
carbon and its benefit to the human being acts as a
climate regulator. Protecting soil erosion inhibits
exposure of soil carbon (organic matter) to the sun
exposure and reducing decomposition of it to CO2.
Prevention of soil erosion helps in increasing
agricultural productivity, reducing flooding and
pollutant transport,improving water quality,
reducing sediment removal in reservoirs and
improving the habitatquality for aquatic species.
Therefore, it is directly related to water services, and
can be used inecosystem services.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1: (a) Mid-Himalaya watershed (b) Runoff gauging structure (c)
Typical terraced agriculture field (d) AWS

CONTACT
Modeling to support ecosystem-service valuation
requires appropriate decisions regarding process
inclusion and mathematical representation, spatial
and temporal scale and resolution, and model
parameterization.Several empirical model (USLE,
RUSLE, MUSLE) and process based hydrologic
models such as SWAT, APEX,WEPP, KINEROS
are available to asses soil erosion, sediment loss
and surface runoff water estimation accounting
ecosystem factors of land use / land cover, soil
types, topography, geology, and climatic
conditions. These models can be integrated with
decision tools. The modeling and mapping of
ecosystem services are important elements in a
decision making process that aims to improve
recognition and application of services. Spatial
identification ofrisk area is also considered an
important step in conservation planning.
The Himalayas represent theyoungest mountain
range. Hill and mountain ecosystemscovering
about 54 million ha are highly fragiledue to
geological, topographical, climatic and demographic
reasons. These regions are inaccessible, rugged
terrain, high risk, low pay off, fragmented small
farm holdings and multiple ethnicity compounds
constraints. Keeping in the view of the above, few
Watershed Observatory in North–West Himalaya
in lesser (Langha, Dehradun, Uttarakhand), midHimalaya (Chamba, Tehri Garhwal, Uttarakhand)

and outer Himalaya (Hamrpur, H.P.)were
establishedunder ISRO funded EOAM Project on
“Mountain Ecosystem Processes and Services”.
These watershed observatories comprises of
surface runoff gauging civil structure equipped
with digital water level recorder, sediment
collection tank, automatic weather station (AWS).
Hydrological process based soil erosion modelling
in these watersheds were carried out to account
sediment production, soil nutrient (carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) loss on major
rainfall events. Attempts were done in understanding
the erosion and hydrological processes in the
distinct watershed of lesser and mid- Himalaya.
Models were calibrated and validated in predicting
sediment and soil nutrient loss. Soil carbon loss and
soil carbon density in various land use / land cover
types were estimated. Soil nutrients distributions in
these watersheds were mapped using high resolution
satellite data and digital elevation model. These
assessments will help in estimating ecosystem
services at watershed level. It is further planned to
augment with soil moisture sensors to study surface
and sub-surface water movement behaviour for
understanding water flow and groundwater recharge
in the watershed. Prime goal of watershed studies
will be to demonstrate a method for spatially
quantifying multiple ecosystem services and
potential trade-offs at the watershed scale.
- Suresh Kumar

Long Term Ecological Research Sites (LTERS): Contribution of IIRS towards long-term
climate change studies

E

cosystems shape our societies and nations
by providing essential renewable resources
and several life supporting services such as
food, fiber, shelter, energy, biodiversity, clean air
and water, recycling of elements, and cultural,
spiritual, and aesthetic returns. Thus conservation
and maintenance of the ecosystems is a major
priority for the future well-being of the human
kind. From the dawn of industrial revolution
through the last hundred years earth's climate,
biota and ecosystems have been changing at an
accelerated rate. The causes for contemporary
global change during the last century, their
potential significance for ecosystems and for
human species is notably different from of any
Volume 19 No. 1 | June 2017

global phenomenon in history. Socio-economic
changes throughout the world have led to
biodiversity loss, changes in the NPP, hydrology, etc.
which in turn may affect the ecosystem functioning
(Sala et. al., 2001), leading to changes in plant
functional types in the community.
For studying ecological impacts of such magnitude
and scale, long term monitoring of the ecological
changes in selected permanent plots is required.
Global scientific interest in developing long-term
ecological research program is expanding very
rapidly reflecting the increased appreciation of their
importance in assessing and resolving complex
environmental issues. Presently twenty-seven
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF REMOTE SENSING
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countries have established formal national LTER
programs and have joined International LTER
network. India is actively pursuing the establishment
of a national LTER program (http://www.ilternet.edu).
Long Term Ecological Research Sites are the windows to
global change. As observatories, LTER sites serve to
document the long-term changes in plants, animals,
microbes and soils in relation to long-term climate and
short-term weather changes and persistent biotic
disturbance. As locations for long-term experiments,
LTER sites illuminate interactions among the physical,
chemical and biological components of ecosystems
through natural and induced changes. Being
representative of global biodiversity, LTER sites allow
comparisons of the relative sensitivity of populations,
communities and ecosystems to environmental change. In
the last twenty years the International LTER has been able
to achieve a fundamental understanding of the production
and the distribution of the population of the different
species. It has been able to generate understanding to a
certain extent the disturbance processes.
The establishment of Indian LTER program calls for
an organized collection and analysis of long-term
databases of various parameters related to vegetation,
soil, hydrology, climate and socio-economics. The
databases and the expertise available with premier
institutions involved in these areas could together
contribute in strengthening the existing sites and
establishment of new sites. In this context, IIRS with
its vast experience in vegetation studies coupled with
availability of extensive database should be able to
network with relevant agencies to develop a Long
Term Ecological Research Program for India.
Different programmes in vegetation science like
Landscape Level Biodiversity Characterization,
Forest Carbon Pool Assessment, species loss and etc.
were carried out in collaboration with different
National Institutes and Universities.

iirs
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As part of Mountain ecosystem project, IIRS has
established 4 LTERS which are at Level 1
instrumentation. These need to be upgraded to Level
2 or Level 3 instrumentation to enable us to validate
the various process models. MoEF&CC has
proposed around 16 LTERS in the Himalayan region.
It has been informally discussed with GBPHIESD,
Almora, the nodal organization of MoEF&CC for
Himalayas that the LTERS already established as

Fig. 1: Established LTERS in Western Himalaya

part of the Mountain Ecosystem Project will be a part
of the network of LTERS and IIRS will be a partner
in Developing and Operationalizing the LTERS
network in Himalayas.
In view of the significant data requirement of social,
biological, cryosphere to understand and forecast
various sub-systems of Himalayan ecosystem, it is
necessary to establish a few Long Term Ecological
Monitoring Sites (LTERS). These site could provide
the data to understand the spatial and temporal
variations in the Himalayan ecosystem due to
climate change. These data include (1) climatic data
such as rainfall, temperature, humidity and PAR
(Photosynthetically active radiation), (2) vegetation
data such as phenology, species turn over and
productivity, (3) disturbance data viz. grazing,
extraction and tourism (4) Atmosphere data such as
NOx, and nitrogen loading.

Fig. 2: Highlights of results of LTERS in Uttarakhand.

The LTERS established by ISRO/IIRS are among
the first in the country and will help to establish the
various hypothesis and modelling results of impact
of climate and global change on the ecosystem
structure and functioning.
- Arijit Roy and Dhruval Bhavsar

CONTACT
Ground Instrumentation for Monitoring Groundwater Depletion induced Land
Subsidence in North-Western India

F

rom spaceborne and ground-based
observations, it is reported that the
groundwater storage in the north-western
part of India has been depleted during the last few
decades. In the present ongoing project, an attempt
in being made to assess and evaluate groundwater
in NW India and its impacts to the aquifer system
by spaceborne geodetic techniques, ground
instrumentation for aquifer system monitoring and
ground-based measurements. Using pre-monsoon
and post monsoon groundwater level (GWL) data
collected regularly by the Central Ground Water
Board (CGWB), India, a number of groundwater
depletion hot-spots in NW India have been
identified by time-series statistical analysis.
Groundwater depletion caused aquifer system
compaction and consequently induced land
subsidence. Spaceborne geodetic technique such
as differential interferometric SAR (DInSAR)
provided convincing information on land surface
deformation in and around some of the
groundwater depletion hotspots such as DelhiGurugram and Chandigarh-Mohali test sites. In the
present study, ground instrumentation such as

vibrating wire piezometer and vibrating wire multipoint borehole rod extensometer have been
installed recently in Delhi-Gurugram and
Chandigarh-Mohali test sites for monitoring
aquifer system compaction.
VW piezometer is designed to measure and
monitor pore pressure in the aquifer. The basic
principle of the vibrating wire transducer is that the
change in natural frequency of stretched wire
depends on the change in the tension of the wire.
For installation, one end of the gauged wire is
attached to the centre of a circular membrane
placed in the aquifer and the other end is secured to
the top of the transducer housing. The pore water
pressure acting on the diaphragm causes its
deflection which changes the wire's tension and
resonant frequency. The readout unit is used to
supply an electric pulse to the coil assembly, which
in effect plucks the wire and causes it to vibrate at
its resonant frequency. The coil assembly then acts
as a pick-up as the oscillations of the wire through
the magnetic field induces an alternating current in
the coil which is then detected by the readout unit.

Installation and collection of initial reading (reference) of VW MPBX and VW
Piezometer in Delhi and Chandigarh test sites for monitoring of aquifer system
compaction
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The readout unit converts the alternating voltage to a
square waveform which is then timed by a frequency
oscillator and the frequency oscillations are
accurately measured. Similarly, VW multi-point
borehole extensometer (VW-MPBX) is designed to
measure the stability of the layers in the borehole
where each of the measuring anchors was placed. In
the present study, we used five-point borehole
extensometer. Five measuring anchors of the
instrument have been placed at five levels in the
borehole to monitor compaction of the aquifer layers
and intervening confining layers. The VW MPBX is
used for monitoring of the aquifer system
compaction based on the differential movements of
the layers picked up by the VW displacement
transducers. The VW displacement transducer has a
vibrating wire and a magnetic coil like a VW
piezometer. The wire is fixed with a suitable tension.
The tension of the wire changes due to movement of
the anchors and rods which changes the wires'

natural frequency. The change in frequency of the
sensors is proportional to the magnitude of the
movement. The magnetic coil in the VW transducer
is magnetized during the positive cycle of pulse sent
by the readout unit. It changes the resonant
frequency of the wire that transmitted back to the
readout unit. The changed frequency is converted to
the magnitude of movement of the layers under
investigation. Finally, the cumulative compaction of
the aquifers and confining layers is obtained.
In the present project, the monitoring of aquifer
system compaction and pore pressure of the
depleting aquifers are ongoing in conjunction with
satellite-based and ground-based measurements of
land surface deformation.
- PranshuPranjal, Neha Kadiyan,
Shravanee Singha, Shailaja Thapa,
Yateesh Ketholia and R.S. Chatterjee

Generation of Spectral library for the Minerals of Delhi-Aravalli Belt, Rajasthan, India

H

yperspectral imaging (HSI)is an emerging
field in which the advantages of optical
spectroscopy as an analytical tool are
combined with two-dimensional object visualization
obtained by optical imaging.HSI allows to record
electromagnetic radiation for each particular pixel in
a no. of contagious bands throughout the
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electromagnetic spectrum. Validation of image
extracted spectra is done by field spectra collection
and analysis.
For the development of spectral library of Delhi
Aravalli fold belt, spectra were collected during field
visits to the three most prospective zones; Bhukia-

Fig. 1: Sample location details and details of the spectra collected during the field

CONTACT

Fig. 2: Location of the sample on the IKONOS Image, field photograph and its spectrum collected at the field and in the laboratory

Salumber, Udaipur-Umra and MundiyawasKhera. Rock/soil/minerals/mine tailing samples
were brought to laboratory for spectra collection
and analysis. Each spectra is analysed based on the
characteristic absorption features to identify the
minerals present in the rock sample. The spectra at
each location is recorded in the proper format as
described in the figure1. The details shown in the
figure1 are for the sample location 14 collected
from the rock phosphate mine (Matun) situated SE
of Udaipur city. The table 14.1 gives the
information about the sample location details, its
LULC, stratigraphy, lithology, geomorphology
and the mineralization at that point. The location
plotted on the IKONOS image and the field
photographs are shown in the figure 2 as 14.1 (a)
and (b) respectively .The table 14.2.1 gives the

details of the spectrum collected insitu during the
field such as its time of collection, spectra name and
the instrument used etc. The figure 14.2.1(a) shows
the ore surface from where the spectra generated in
the field and figure 14.2.1(b) shows corresponding
spectrum. Figure 14.2.1(c) and (d) show
photograph of the sample collected and its
spectrum collected in the field respectively. The
table 14.2.2 shows the detail of the spectra
collected at the same time from the mine waste. In
such a way 105 samples have been analysed till
now. The samples collected were sent for the
geochemical analysis (XRD and ICPMS) to verify
the minerals.
- Richa U. Sharma, Vivek Sengar,
S.L. Chattoraj, P.K. Champatiray

Synergistic use of remote sensing, ground truth and field instrumentation for better
water resources management

R

emote sensing and associated geospatial
technology have played immense role in
mapping, monitoring and management of
various water resources sectors/themes, such as
reservoirs, irrigation, hydro-power, drinking
water, cryosphere, surface and ground water,
mainly due to its large area and repeated coverage,
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continuity in data, all weather capabilities and low
cost and ease of availability. The major query from
users of such technology is on accuracy of RS based
image products, this is where importance of good
quality ground truth and field instruments comes
into play, especially in data sparse regions such as
Indian Himalayas. In this regard, water resources
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Fig. 1: Various field pictures of ground truth, field demo, RS based water related map products, field instruments such as automatics weather
stations locations, and few actual AWS photos stations and AWS data, digital water level recorders, snow pack analyser, snow depth
sensor, snow probe, hill slope rainfall simulator, NWH LULC, snow wetness, NWH snow cover map. Location of AWS in NWH and Gangotri
glacier radar zones maps.

CONTACT
department (WRD) of IIRS have created an
excellent infrastructure of portable field
instruments, permanent instrumented field sites
and also its faculty, researchers and students
regularly conducts extensive field survey's to
collect ground truth data with funding from ISRO.
In addition to these field datasets, WRD also
collects river flow and weather related from central
and state agencies such as Central Water
Commission, Indian Meteorological Department,
hydro power and river valley project agencies and
state water resources departments. These field
datasets are used to calibrate and validate the RS
based map products such as snow cover, snow
depth, Snow Water Equivalent (SWE), water level,
river flow/runoff, soil moisture, Land Use Land
Cover (LULC), Evapotranspiration (ET), water
quality parameters, lake water depth, flood maps
etc. In last few years, department have played
major role in installing Automatic Weather
Stations (AWSs, 27 nos.), Digital Water Level
Recorders (DWLRs, 6 nos, 4 at NWH, one planned
at Maitri, Antarctica, one at Maithon dam), Snow
Pack Analyser (SPA, one at DhundiManali),
pressure based SWE gauge-now scale, SSG (One
at Kothi, Manali), solar radiation sensors (27 at
NWH and one at IARI Delhi), snow precipitation
and snow depth gauges in various parts of North
West Himalaya (NWH) (figure 1), North India and
few other sites in India. A dedicated rainfall
simulator for hill slope hydrology experiments has
also been established in IIRS campus (figure 1).
The data from few of these sites is available mobile
based telemetry systems on IIRS website
(http://aws-dwlr.iirs.gov.in/), and data can be

accessed via user name and password for AWSs at
every five minutes and DWLRs at every half hour.
Similar sites provide real time data form SPA and
SSG. These datasets are essential for any water
balance, hydrological modelling and RS based
hydrological parameters calibration and validation
studies. Some of hydrological parameters maps
generated using RS data and validated with such
ground data are shown in figure 1. In addition to
above mentioned permanent field instruments,
department also utilizes the portable field
instruments for measurement of hydrological
parameters such as, digital current or flow meter for
river velocity, theta probe for soil moisture, multiparameter water quality kit, turbidity meter, hand
held GPS, snow probe for snow wetness and snow
density, laser distance meter with 2km range. These
instruments are used for field demonstration in
various watershed near Dehradun in all WRD
educational programs. In addition to field
demonstrations, these portable instruments are also
used for collecting ground truth data during date
and times concurrent with the satellite/
aircraft/UAV overpasses, over any test sites of
country. Therefore, all such synergistic work
involving use of remote sensing, ground truth and
field instruments helps to create better quality maps
and hydrological products, which can be used by
various user agencies, citizens and departments in
improving water resources management strategies
of country.
- Dr. Praveen K. Thakur, Mr. Arpit Chouksey,

Mr. Pankaj Dhote, Dr. B.R. Nikam,
Dr. Vaibhav Garg and Dr. S.P. Aggarwal

Biophysical Parameters Retrieval of Wheat using Hybrid Polarized Risat-1 SAR Data

S

AR backscatter from an agricultural target is
influenced by dielectric and geometrical
properties of crop cover as well as
underneith soil. Therefore total SAR backscatter
(s0total) retrieved from SAR data, which includes
information of crop cover as well as underneith
soil cover is not able to provide accurate
information about crop biophysical parameters as
effect of dieltrical, physical and geometrical
properties of underneith soil acts as a noice
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parameter. In order to resolve this ambiguity, the
effect of soil from total SAR backscatter has been
removed using a semi-empirical water cloud model
(WCM) based approach. It was expected that
refining the total backscatter (s0total) values after
minimizing the effect of underneath soil cover,
would result in more accurate retrieval of plant
parameters since it is the vegetation backscatter,
which ultimately has a direct correlation with the
crop biophysical parameters.
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(c) mid-maturing

(a) early-vegetative

(b) late-vegetative

Fig. 1: Illustration of the wheat crop growth cycle (a) early-vegetative, (b) late-vegetative, (c) mid-maturing stages, respectively

In this study an attempt has been made to assess the
potential of SAR backscatter signatures (RH and
RV) retrieved from hybrid-polarized RISAT-1 SAR
data in providing accurate information about the
wheat biophysical parameters like leaf area index
(LAI), plant water content (PWC), plant volume
(PV) and wet biomass (WB) over the entire wheat
crop growing season as shown in Figure 1. The study
was carried out over the parts of Bharatpur and
Mathura districts located in the states of Rajasthan
and Uttar Pradesh (India), respectively. The threedate time series hybrid-polarized RISAT-1 SAR

Fig. 2: (a) RV and (b) RH backscatter images

dataset was acquired for the study (Figure 2). A
comprehensive ground truth campaign was carried
out in synchrony with all the three RISAT-1 SAR
passes.
In order to utilize the WCM in an efficient way, four
different combinations of canopy descriptors have
been selected and tested for the parameterization of
WCM. Four vegetation parameters viz., LAI, Plant
water content (PWC), Leaf water area index (LWAI)
and Interaction factor (IF) that takes in to
consideration the moisture distribution per unit
volume were tested on the RH and RV backscatter. It
was observed that WCM based on LAI and IF as the
two canopy descriptors was able to model the
backscatter with significantly high coefficient of
determination (R2 = 0.90 and 0.85, respectively) and
RMSE of 1.18 and 1.25 dB, respectively.
Subsequently, this set was used to retrieve the soilcorrected vegetation backscatter (s0veg) values. A
comparative evaluation of the retrieval accuracy
between wheat plant biophysical parameters
estimated from s0total (s0T_RH' s0T_RV) and (s0veg) (s0T_RH'
0
s T_RV) was performed using rigorously trained
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural networks.
The findings suggested that the retrieval accuracy

Table 1: Results of Wheat Biophysical Parameters using Hybrid Polarized RISAT-1 SAR [R2 and error statistics (RMSE, MAPE,
and IA) for s0total and (s0veg)
Crop
Parameters
LAI
PV
PWC
WB
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s0total (s0T_RH' s0T_RV)
(s0veg) (s0T_RH' s0T_RV)
RMSE
MAPE (%)
IA
RMSE
MAPE (%)
R2
R2
2
2
0.70
0.77 m /m
23.77
0.71 0.76
0.41 m2/m2
11.31
0.80
1.51 c.c./m2
17.82
0.94 0.89
0.85 c.c./m2
10.31
0.82
0.38 kg/m2
22.60
0.81 0.87
0.17 kg/m2
10.00
2
2
0.63
0.45 kg/m
16.32
0.46 0.74
0.25 kg/m
8.45
LAI: Leaf Area Index; PV: Plant Volume; PWC: Plant Water Content; WB: Wet Biomass

IA
0.92
0.98
0.95
0.90
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considerably improved when the backscatter of
underneath soil cover was eliminated. Results of
the study are summarized in Table 1. The designed
0
networks (with s total as input) retrieved plant water
content and plant volume with the relatively high
accuracy of 0.82 and 0.80, respectively while it

increased considerably to 0.87 and 0.89 when the
0
2
inputs were substituted by (s veg) Similarly R
values for retrieval of LAI and WB has increased
significantly from 0.70 to 0.76 and 0.63 to 0.74
respectively by substituting s0total with s0veg .
- Hari Shanker Srivastava

Estimation of Particulate Matter using satellite data over parts of Northern India

T

r a d i t i o n a l l y, t h e g r o u n d l e v e l
measurements is done through air pollution
instrumentation monitoring networks.
However, it is impeded by limited coverage,
irregular distribution of monitoring stations,
recurring maintenance costs, measurement in
varied environments and non-continuous data.
Satellite remote sensing of its vast coverage, high
temporal resolution is a challenging endeavor in
estimating the ground level PM concentration.
The present study over Northern India during 2016
uses the Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) as an
indirect parameter for relating and estimating the
near surface PM10 concentration. A
comprehensive analysis and linear multivariable
regression method was developed to estimate
PM10 concentration using MODIS AOD and
meteorological parameters from ground stations
and reanalysis products (temperature, wind speed,
wind direction, Planetary Boundary Layer and
relative humidity) for the hour closest to the
satellite pass. The measured PM10 concentrations
are point measurements and the AOD values were
extracted from grid cells that coincident with each
ground station and were assigned to that station.
PM10 from three monitoring stations viz.,
Dehradun, Delhi and Patiala were selected for
validation of the predicted PM10 concentration.
The results show that AOD over North India region
is in the range 0.1-2.2 which is associated to the
variability in the regional meteorology. AOD over
IGP is observed to be quite high (~1.2) across all
seasons (Fig. 1). Ground based measurements at
Dehradun, Delhi and Patiala show annual mean
AOD and PM10 concentrations as 0.43 &
103µg/m3; 1.25 & 234µg/m3 and 0.46 & 112µg/m3
respectively. AOD and PM10 concentrations are
observed to increase during Pre-monsoon which
reflects regional dust generation, particulate reVolume 19 No. 1 | June 2017

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1: Seasonal variation of MODIS AOD over Northern India during
2016 (a) Pre-monsoon, (b) Monsoon, (c) Post-Monsoon and (d)
Winter

Fig. 2: Comparison of measured and predicted PM10 concentration
over stations (a) Dehradun, (b) Delhi and (c) Patiala during 2016
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suspension, and secondary particulate formation
through photochemical activities during the hot
summer days. The validation on satellite derived
AOD and PM10 shows significant results in
comparison with ground-based measurements. The
correlation coefficients (R2) of MODIS-AOD to
PM10 mass concentrations for Dehradun, Delhi and
Patiala stations were found be as 0.60, 0.78 and 0.84
respectively which shows the prospect of using AOD
data in developing PM10 models (fig. 2). This study
is unique in a sense that it has used daily and hourly
values of PM10 which is found to have better relation
with MODIS AOD than 24-h average PM10 values.
Since satellite measurements are routinely available
on a global basis, the transportation of pollution can
easily be examined by the proposed methodology.

Further, the climatology of PM10 and its interannual variation within the city can be examined
using the above estimation models.
The proposed methodology could also be useful in
the air quality management of big cities in Northern
India in a cost-effective manner where ground-based
monitoring data are scanty. However, direct
extrapolation of the results from this study to other
regions may not be done without further analysis. A
limitation of using satellite data to estimate air
pollution is that it can only be used when there is no
cloud cover, unlike ground monitors that can
directly measure PM10 concentrations on an hourly
basis regardless of any cloud condition.
- Yogesh Kant and D. Mitra

SPECIAL WORKS
A videographic journey of 50 years on training, education and applied research at IIRS

A

s a part of Golden Jubilee celebration of IIRS
on June 21, 2017, the exhibition committee
of IIRS created a full-fledged videographic
account of the institute showcasing its evolution
form Photo-Interpretation Institute (IPI) to present
day IIRS. The 17½ minute video mainly focusses on
how the prestigious institute, which was a brainchild of the Hon`ble first Prime Minister of India, Pt.
Jawahar Lal Nehru, sailed from its glorified past to
become an Institute of international repute catering
to various societal needs taking cues remote sensing
and geo-information science. There are ample
illustrations in the video on way-forward to
demonstrate its commitment to fulfill the demand in
the field of training, education, capacity building and
research. In the video, IIRS acknowledges the
support provided by its parental organisations like
Survey of India, ITC, The Netherlands and the then
NRSA (now known as NRSC) during the inception
stage. In later phases, staring from renaming of IPI to
IIRS in 1983, it highlights the collaboration with
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Fig. 1: IIRS Main building construction progress (left) Present day IIRS
main building (right)

Fig. 2: Campaign mode survey using geodetic GNSS

ITC, the Netherland, support to Indian Society of
Remote Sensing and setting up of CSSTEAP as one
of the most land mark events. The successful joint
education programmes with ITC and joining hands
with Andhra University, Visakhapatnam for
providing M. Tech degree displays zeal of the
Institute to enhance its ambit of operational training
to education in geospatial science. At the end, the
video demonstrates how the stakeholders can benefit
from the expertise and experience of esteemed
faculty members and state of the art facilities created
at IIRS. In a nutshell, the video provided a glimpse of
IIRS's effort in creating 'trained manpower' and
'knowledge from space for 50 years and more'.
- Shovan L. Chattoraj and P.K. Champati ray
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COURSE REPORTS
M.Sc. in Geoinformation Science and Earth Observation (Specialization in Geoinformatics)
(September 21, 2015 to March 17, 2017)

1

th

4 M.Sc. course (2015-17) in
Geoinformation Science and Earth
Observation (specialization in
Geoinformatics) offered within the framework of
IIRS-ITC Joint Education Programme (JEP) was
completed on March 17, 2017. Three of the six
students who joined the course on September 21,
2015, graduated on this day after successfully
completing the course work and defending their
thesis. The M.Sc. Geoinformatics course is aimed
at developing a critical understanding of
geoinformatics based methods, techniques and
tools for the acquisition, processing,
transformation, analysis, modelling, storage and
presentation of geospatial data. It also enhances
the research skills of the students to design and
undertake research and development projects in
frontier areas of geoinformatics through the M.Sc.

research dissertation. The course was modular in
structure and consisted of 23 modules divided into
four blocks, each module of 3 weeks duration.
Modules 1 to 10 were conducted at IIRS while 6
modules (11-16) were conducted at Faculty of
Geoinformation Science and Earth Observation
(ITC), University of Twente, The Netherlands. In
the last 8 modules, each student carried outresearch
on a topic chosen by him/her under the joint
supervision of IIRS and ITC faculty. The research
topics included different areas of geoinformatics,
viz., Quality analysis of inter-calibration of DMSPOLS night-time images, Integration of
PoISAR&DInSAR based information for
monitoring and characterization of opencast
mining induced land deformation and Different
measures of similarity and dissimilarity for fuzzy
based noise classifier. Three students successfully
defended their research work before the Thesis
Assessment Board (TAB) consisting of Prof. Alfred
Stein as the Chair from ITC, Theme Leader,
External Examiner and Supervisors from IIRS and
ITC. Thanks to the faculty and staff of IIRS and ITC
and the invited faculty from NRSC, Hyderabadand
ITC, for their valuable contribution in making the
course successful. My profuse thanks to the
external examiners from IIT, Roorkee, NRSC,
ISRO and DEAL, Dehradun for evaluating the
M.Sc. thesis.
- Sameer Saran

Summer School on 'Usefulness of Remote Sensing & GIS for Environmental Studies'
(June 19-23, 2017)

S

ince last six years, IIRS is conducting a
special course on “Usefulness of Remote
Sensing & GIS for Environmental Studies”
for school students from 9th to 12th standard. The
aim of the course is to create an awareness about
remote sensing technology & its use for the study
of earth and its environment among the school
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students. This year, the course was organized
during June 19-23, 2017. A total of 77 students
from 32 different schools participated in the course.
The focus of the course is on principles of Remote
Sensing (RS) & GIS and its applications for
environmental studies. Broad subjects covered in
the lectures are Indian space programme, basics of
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remote sensing, basics of GIS, Tsunami and its
impact on coastal ecosystem in addition to RS & GIS
applications in geological studies, watershed
hydrology, agriculture & soils, atmosphere studies
and urban studies. Practical demonstrations were
also arranged to familiarize the students with
satellite images and GPS technique. Students had
good interaction with faculty from various
departments of IIRS. Videos on Indian space
programme including chandrayan mission, mars
mission and Space capsule recovery experiment
were also shown to the students.
- Pooja Jindal & D. Mitra

TOT Programme on 'Space Technology Applications in Governance and Development'
(March 6-10, 2017)

A
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training of trainers programme on 'Space
Technology Applications for Governance
and Development' was organized mainly
for the faculty of Administrative Training Institutes
(ATI) and Central Training Institutes (CTI) during
March 6-10, 2017 at two ISRO centres, namely IIRS,
Dehradun and NRSC, Hyderabad. The programme
was conceived as an outcome of discussions with
Department of Personnel & Training (DoPT),
Government of India, following the national meet
held at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi in September,
2015. Total 44 participants are trained through this
initiative, out of which 18 participants were from ATI
(Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Telangana, Assam,
Chattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh, O/o Chief Conservator
of Forests, Assam) and CTI (LBSNAA, CBI
Academy, ISTM, NACEN, NIDEM, IEG, NAIR,
JRRPFA, CISF NISA). Apart from ATI/CTI faculty,
26 participants from academia also participated in
the programme. The course contents included
concepts and applications of space technology,
geoportals for governance and developmental
planning (Bhuvan, Bhuvan-Panchayat, India-Water
Resources Information System), Mobile
applications for e-governance, and geospatial
applications for addressing environmental security,
food security, water security, disaster management

support and risk reduction, urban & infrastructure
planning, watershed management and rural
development. The lectures were followed by
practical demonstrations and hands-on exercises.
The participants also carried out a group project. The
feedback indicated that training programme was
well received. The programme was funded by the
National Natural Resources Management System
(NNRMS) of ISRO.
- S.K. Srivastav, D. Vijayan, Poonam S.Tiwari,
Anjum Mahtab
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Short Course on 'Remote Sensing - An Overview for Decision Makers'
(June 12-15, 2017)

A

four-day training programmes is
organized every year at IIRS and
specially designed for senior level
officials and decision makers from various
government departments and private sector. The
training programme is organised with the objective
to provide broad overview of the geospatial
technology and its applications in various
development oriented project and schemes related
to natural resource management, food and water
security, environment monitoring, weather-related
services and disaster management support,
infrastructure development and planning, and as
information for societal development and better
governance. This year the course was organized
from 12th to 15th June, 2017 and it received a good
response from all over the country. Twenty one
senior-level officials from various organisations
namely Centre for Water Literacy (YASHADA),
Pune (2);National Water Development Agency,
New Delhi (2); Water Resources Development
Organization, Bengaluru (2); Groundwater
Surveys Development Agency, Amravati,
Maharashtra (2); Regional Medical Research
Centre of Orissa (1) and Assam (1); Office of
Principal chief conservator of Forest, Raipur,
Chhatisgarh (1) and Patna, Bihar (1); Forest
Survey of India, Dehradun (1); IGNFA, Dehradun
(1); Central Water Commission, Dehradun (1);
Junagadh Agricultural University, Gujarat (1);
CSKHP Agricultural University, Himachal
Pradesh (1); GB Pantnagar University of
Agriculture and Technology, Uttarakhand (1);
MNCFC, New Delhi (1); Town & Country
Planning Organization, Lucknow (1); and One

private organization - ANITAS Microsystem, New
Delhi (1). The first day of the course was devoted to
lectures and demonstration on principles and
overview of remote sensing, GIS and GPS
technology. Subsequently lectures/interactive
sessions were conducted on theme specific remote
sensing and geospatial applications viz., natural
resource management, agriculture, watershed
management and planning, forestry and ecology,
water resources, urban studies, marine studies.
Participants were also given exposure on earth
observation and its applications for weather
forecasting, societal development and governance.
A field visit to Mussorie was also organized to
demonstrate them ground-truth collection exercise.
The course was concluded on 15th June in
afternoon hours with valedictory function and
certificate distribution by Dean (acad.), IIRS.
Participants feed-back is highly positive and they
found it well organized and very useful to policy
planners and decision makers.
- N.R. Patel

19th Outreach Programme on 'Application of Remote Sensing and GIS in Carbon
Forestry' (February 16 March10, 2016)

F

orests have tremendous potential to store
and cycle atmospheric carbon and therefore
provide an effective way to mitigate climate
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change. To meet the measuring and monitoring
requirements of carbon forestry projects, it is
critical to establish repeatable, objective-based,
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and accurate methods for estimating forest carbon
pools and fluxes over large areas. Remote sensing
technologies are particularly suited for mapping and
monitoring of forest cover, deforestation, degradation,
regrowth, carbon stock and carbon sequestration.
Keeping in mind, the capacity building need of the
foresters/professionals/ researchers and students, the
Forestry and Ecology Dept., IIRS organized 19th
Outreach Programme on “Application of Remote
Sensing and GIS in Carbon Forestry” during
February 16 March10, 2016. The programme was
conducted through distance learning mode through
live and interactive sessions using A-VIEW software
and internet technology. Over 6000 participants

registered in the course. In total 15 lectures were
delivered. The course lectures covered topics viz.,
Global carbon cycle & climate change, Forest-based
strategies for mitigating climate change, Global
Earth observation initiatives for carbon forestry,
spectral signature of vegetation, application of
satellite remote sensing in mapping and monitoring
of forest cover and land use and forest degradation,
sampling design for biomass inventory, Application
of optical, microwave and LiDAR remote sensing
data in forest structure and carbon estimation, carbon
flux measurement, near-real time forest fire
assessment, biomass burning and carbon emission
monitoring and application of Geoweb portals and
services in forestry studies. Dr. Sarnam Singh, Dr.
Arijit Roy, Dr. Hitendra Padalia, Dr. Subrata Nandy
and Dr. Stutee Gupta were the faculty for the course. A
panel discussion was also organized to March 9, 2017
to address queries of the participants. On completion
of the course, a formal feedback was taken from the
course participants Overall feedback of the
programme is very positive. The outreach course was
successfully organized under the guidance and
support of Dr. S.K. Srivastav, Group Director,
GTOPG, Dr. Harish Karanatak, Head, GIT-DL and
Ms. Poonam Seth Tiwari, Programme Coordinator,
IIRS Outreach Programme and entire edusat team.
- Hitendra Padalia & Sarnam Singh

20th Outreach Programme on 'Microwave Radar Remote Sensing and its Applications'
(April 10-28, 2017)

T
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he advancement of earth observation has
opened new avenues of research in the field of
earth sciences. With the technological
advancements in geo-information sciences, remote
sensing has become an effective method for
detection and investigation of various factors. Radar
imaging through Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
systems has revolutionized and expanded the
technology of Microwave remote sensing especially
in geosciences applications using different
techniques like SAR Polarimetry (PolSAR), SAR
Interferometry (InSAR) and Polarimetric SAR
Interferometry (PolInSAR). SAR systems in general
helps in understanding glacier and ice movement to
give better understanding on long term variation in
climate, developing highly accurate and detailed

elevation maps, flood and oil spill monitoring, land
use and land cover change, soil moisture and
biomass estimation, assessing the health of crops
and forests and even in urban planning and
development. Keeping in mind, the capacity
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building need of the researchers/ professionals and
students, IIRS organized 20th Outreach
Programme on “Microwave Radar Remote
Sensing and its Applications” during April 10 28,
2017. The programme was conducted through
distance learning mode through live and
interactive sessions using A-VIEW software and
internet technology. The participants have actively
participated in interactive sessions, wherein on an
average 35 to 45 questions were asked during each
session. All lecture presentations and recorded
videos were provided to the course participants.

The A-VIEW streaming software was used for
online delivery of the course with the technical
support from Amrita e-Learning Research Lab for
smooth conduction of the course. The course was
also available live through webcasting under IIRS
website (http://live.iirs.gov.in) for public access.A
panel discussion was also organized to April 26,
2017 to address queries of the participants. At the
end of each module, an online examination was
conducted through IIRS e-learning portal.
- R.S. Chatterjee & Shashi Kumar

ISRO Sponsored 'NNRMS Course for University Teachers'
(May 01-June 23,2017)

I

rd

SRO sponsored 24 NNRMS course of 08
weeks duration was conducted during 01 May,
2017 to 23 June, 2017. The main objective of
the NNRMS Course is to train the university/
college teachers in RS & GIS technology and
applications, so that they can further teach students
in their University and colleges. The first NNRMS
course was conducted in the year 1994 in 02
thematic disciplines namely, Urban and Regional
Studies and (ii). Forestry & Ecology. Later on 6
more thematic disciplines were added and now it is
being conducted in 08 specializations in
technology and thematic application domains of
Cartography & Mapping, Geoinformatics, Soil &
Land Use Planning, Forestry & Ecology, Water
Resources, Geosciences, Urban & Regional
Planning and Coastal & Ocean Sciences. Total 56
participants belonging to 16 states(Uttarakhand,
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh,
Haryana, Delhi, Kerala, Himachal Pradesh, Goa,
Tripura and Sikkim) joined the course in this year.
Till now IIRS has trained 1028participants under
NNRMS Course.The course has been designed in
modular structure. It comprises of four modules,
each one of two weeks duration and total of 08
weeks duration. First two modules were devoted
on Geospatial technologies dealing with
Photogrammetry & RS and Fundamentals of GIS
and last two modules focussed on thematic
disciplines conducted by respective eight
departments. During the course total 60 lectures,
66 Hrs practical and 3 field days visit were
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conducted during the first three modules in 06
weeks duration. For 3 rd and 4 th modules,
participants joined their respective thematic
discipline. They were exposed to thematic
applications by conducting lectures and practical
classes in 3rd module and thereafter course
participants carried pilot project to execute and
built up their confidence in using Geospatial
technologies in their thematic area. Dr. R. R.
Navalgund, Prof. Vikram Sarabhai Distinguish
Professor, ISRO was invited to deliver a talk on "
The story of two Indian Planetary Missions:
Chandrayaan-1 and Mars Orbiter Mission" to
NNRMS Course participants and they also got
unique opportunity to interact with him. During the
course special Yoga Classes were also conducted
by Yoga trained member of Mahila Patanjali Yoga
Samiti, Uttarakhand during 15 May to 21 June,
2017. YOGA classes provided them an opportunity
to rejuvenate and make their stay memorable.
- Suresh Kumar
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Post-Graduate Diploma in Remote Sensing and GIS
(August 16, 2016 - June 30, 2017)

T

he Post-Graduate Diploma Course in Remote
th
Sensing and GIS started on 16 August, 2016.
Total 32 participants joined this course out of
which 4 were Government sponsored officials. The
course comprises of a well-defined modular
structure distributed over a period of 10 months. First
module, a common module, covered technological
aspects in Remote Sensing, Photogrammetry, Digital
Image Processing, GIS, Geodatabase, Mathematical
Concepts and Programming. Golden Jubilee
fellowships were awarded to five course participants
based on their performance in the first module. On
completion of Module I, participants joined their
respective departments for Module II. 3 candidate
opted for Agriculture and Soils, 6 for Forest
Resources and Ecosystem Analysis, 3 for
Geosciences, 4 for Urban and Regional Studies, 1 for
Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, 5 for Natural
Hazards & Disaster Risk Management, 5 for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing and 5 for
Water Resource. Subjects related to application of
remote sensing and GIS in respective fields were
covered in second module. The third module
comprised of a pilot project to be carried out by the
participants in their respective disciplines. The
outcome of these projects were evaluated by expert
panel chaired by Dean Academics. General feedback

from the trainees were collected at the end of the
course. It is very encouraging that 100% of the
trainees rated the course as very good to excellent in
terms of objectives of the course achieved. However,
they emphasized on the placement opportunities in
particular. The analysis of feedback and suggestions
given by course participants has been communicated
to Dean (A), Group Head PPEG, and Director IIRS
for further action. Valedictory function for the
course participants of PG Diploma course was
organized on, June 30, 2017.
- Bhaskar R. Nikam

Special Course for Tajikistan officials on 'Remote Sensing and GIS Applications for Land
Resource Management' (June 7 to July 3, 2017)

T

he special Course on “Remote Sensing and
GIS Applications for Land Resource
Management” for official of Tajikistan was
conducted during 7th June to 03rd July 2017 (04
weeks duration) at Indian Institute of Remote
Sensing, Dehradun. The course was sponsored by
Eurasia Division, Ministry of External Affairs and
the Grant of Ministry, Demand No. 28, Major Head
3605- Technical & Economic Corporation. 20 Nos.
Officials from Tajikistan joined the course along
with one interpreter. The course broadly covered (i)
Basic of Remote Sensing and GPS (2 ½ days) by the
faculty of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
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CONTACT
Department (ii) GIS Fundamental (02days) by
faculty of Geoinformatics Department. Thereafter,
in 02 weeks they have been taught RS and GIS
applications on selected topics of (i) Land use /
Land cover analysis, (ii) Soil Resource Mapping,
(iii) Land Evaluation for Land Use Planning, (iv)
Digital Terrain analysis, (v) Land Degradation
Mapping Soil Erosion Risk Assessment, (vi)
Watershed Characterization and (vii) Land
Resource Development Planning etc. There were
38 Nos. of lectures and 13 Nos. practical classes
were conducted during the Course Programme.
During the course 03 Nos. of study tours were
conducted in West Doon Valley (Watershed Field
Observatory site Langha, Dehradun, Rishikesh
and Mussorie Mussorie town and water fall

(Kempty fall) around the town.The last week (24
30 July, 2017) was planned to carry out pilot project
by participants to explore and learn Remote
Sensing and GIS application in Land Resource
Management. The 20 Nos. of participants were
grouped of 05 each to carry out pilot project on the
following topics of (i). Digital Terrain Analysis,
Land use/ Land cover Analysis, Land Degradation:
Soil Erosion studies, Land Capability Analysis for
Hilly area for Land use Planning. Overall
participants were highly satisfied with course
structure and its organization. They were very
happy with the education infrastructure and
hospitality of the Institute. They wished to visit
again to IIRS as special remark in their feedback.
- Suresh Kumar & Justin George K

21st IIRS Outreach Programme on 'Remote Sensing and GIS Applications in Water
Resources Management' (May 22 June 09, 2017)

C

ontinuous monitoring of all the sources of
water is necessary for Water Resources
Management. Geospatial technologies are
particularly suited for qualitative and quantitative;
mapping and monitoring of dynamic components
of hydrological cycle like rainfall, soil moisture,
runoff, evapotranspiration, snow cover, etc. along
with water related disasters. Keeping in mind, the
capacity building needs of the professionals,
researchers and students; on the topics of latest
advances in satellite and terrestrial based remote
sensing and GIS technologies for quantitative
assessment and monitoring of components of
hydrological cycle and their use in Water
Resources Management; IIRS organized the this
course. The programme was conducted through
distance learning mode through live and
interactive sessions using A-VIEW software with
the technical support from Amrita e-Learning
Research Lab. In total 1928 participants from 251
universities/institutions registered in this
programme out of which 1593 were approved by
their respective coordinators to attended this
course. In total 15 lectures viz., Overview of RS &
GIS Application in Water Resources Management,
Hydrological Parameter Estimation using RS &
GIS, DEM hydro-processing, Watershed
Characterization, Hydrological Modelling with
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Geospatial Inputs, Snow/Glacier Mapping,
Monitoring and Snow Melt Runoff Model, Soil
erosion and Sediment modeling, Watershed
Prioritization and Conservation Planning,
Waterbody Mapping, Water Quality and Reservoir
Sedimentation Assessment using Remote Sensing,
Application of Geospatial Techniques in Irrigation
Water Management, Mapping, Monitoring of
Hydro-meteorological Disasters and Damage
Assessment, Flood Modelling and Early Warning
Systems, Ground Water Prospects Zonation, Site
Suitability Analysis for Water Resources Projects
and Environmental Impact Assessment, Urban
Hydrological studies using Geospatial inputs,
Climate and Land Use Land Cover Change impact
on Water Resources, Integrated Water Resources
Management were delivered. The course was
directed by Dr. S.P. Aggarwal, Head, Water
Resources Department (WRD) and coordinated by
Dr. Bhaskar R. Nikam, Sci. /Eng. SE, WRD. Dr.
S.P. Aggarwal, Dr. Praveen K. Thakur, Dr. Bhaskar
R. Nikam, Dr. Vaibhav Garg, Mr. Arpit Chouksey,
Dr. S.K. Srivastav were the faculty for this course.
Dr. Shard K. Jain, Director General, NWDA was
invited as guest faculty for delivering valedictory
lecture on 'Integrated Water Resources
Management' on the final day of the course. All
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lecture presentations and recorded videos were
provided to the course participants. An online
examination was conducted through IIRS e-learning
portal at the end of this course. Total816 participants
appeared in the online examination conducted in
different time slots. The working professionals were
asked to submit assignments on any one topics out of
the ten topics taught during the course. Overall
feedback of the programme is very positive. The
participants have graded the contents and delivery of
the course from “Very Good” to “Excellent”. The
Course Name
PG Course on 21st RS & GIS
PG Course on 10th SATMET
PG Course 10th SAS
Special Course on Post Disaster (Earthquake)
Rapid Damage Assessment
Short Course on Lidar Remote Sensing and its Application
Short Course on UAV Remote Sensing and its Application
Short Course on Weather Forecasting Using
Numerical Weather Prediction Models
PG Course in 22nd RS & GIS (ongoing)
PG Course on 11th SATCOM
PG Course on 2nd GNSS
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outreach course was successfully organized with the
support of Dr. Harish Karanatak, Head, GIT-DL, Dr.
Poonam Seth Tiwari, Programme Coordinator, IIRS
Outreach Programme, IIRS EDUSAT team
including Mr. Janardan Viswakarma, Ms. Kavita N.,
Shri Ashok Ghildiyal, Ms. Anshari, Mr. Avinash,
Ms. Sunita and Mr. Ashish. The efforts of all the
faculty members involved in the organization of this
course are duly acknowledged.
- Bhaskar R. Nikam & S. P. Aggarwal

No. of Participants
19 from 11 countries
13 from 7 countries
12 from 2 Countries
44 from Myanmar country

Duration
July 1, 2016 - March 31, 2017
August 1, 2016 - April 30, 2017
August 1, 2016 - April 30, 2017
March 28- April 1, 2017

21 from 9 countries
21 from 9 countries
25 from 11 countries

May 15 - 26, 2017
June 12 - 23, 2017
July 03 - 14, 2017

22 from 11 countries
21 from 09 countries
12 from 5 countries

July 1, 2017 - March 31, 2018
August 1, 2017 - April 30, 2018
August 1, 2017 - April 30, 2018
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WORKSHOPS/SYMPOSIA/MEETS
National Safety Week Awareness Campaign at IIRS
National Safety day is celebrated to mark the
th
foundation day i.e. 4 March of National Safety
Council (NSC) in India. IIRS had established its
Centre Safety Committee (CSC) during 2002 and
it is actively working to ensure a safe working
environment in the campus. IIRS observed
National Safety week from 4th March 2017 to 10th
March 2017. In this connection, Safety pledge and
Guest lecture on Safety issues has been organised
at IIRS Auditorium on 06.03.2017. The Guest
Lecture was delivered by Mr. S.K. Kanungo,
Director ISRO Safety Office & Director, Launch
th
Vehicle Programme Office. The theme for 46
National Safety Day/Week campaign is “Keep
Each Other Safe”. Safety badges from national
Safety Council has been distributed to all

employees of IIRS. The safety pledge was taken by
all employees in the presence of Director, IIRS. A
Manual on “Emergency Management: A Guide
and Directory for IIRS” has been inaugurated by
Director, IIRS.
- IIRS Safety Committee

5th I.I.R.S. User Interaction Meet
Fifth IIRS User Interaction Meet (IUIM-2017) on
the theme 'Academia-Industry Interface for
Geospatial Applications' was held on February 23,
2017 at IIRS. Besides the faculty & staff from
IIRS, there were more than 340 participants
registered from various academic institutions,
industries, government departments, JRFs,
Students & Edusat-users from all over India.
Dr. A. Senthil Kumar, Director, IIRS gave the
introductory remarks during the inaugural session
of the Meet, which was followed by the addresses
of Chief Guest, Dr. Sudhir Krishna, Former
Secretary, Ministry of Urban Development and
Guest of Honour, Sh. Rajesh Mathur, Advisor,
ESRI India Technologies Ltd. A round-table
interactive-session and paneldiscussions were
held with senior delegates from Academia and
Industries to dwell upon the future activities of
Institute on enhancing capacity-building activities
and aligning them with the developmental
programmes of the Government for meeting the
diversified needs of the country. Outreach
feedback session was organised as part of IUIM2017, recommending significance of webinars on
specialized-topics and availability of self-learning
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practical material for thematic applications.
The Technical and Plenary sessions were organized
on i) Geospatial Products, Services and
Opportunities; and ii) IIRS Outreach Programme;
Industry Students' Interaction & Demonstrations
on Geospatial Products, Services & Instruments.
During these sessions, the eminent speakers
delivered talks & shared their experiences.
An exhibition highlighting the research projects of
M.Tech. students and the departmental activities
for the benefit of academia and industries
highlighting training opportunities and research
initiatives of IIRS students; ongoing projects,
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products, services and infrastructure available at
IIRS was also organized during the IUIM-2017.
More than 340 copies of publications of IIRS
including books were also distributed to delegates
during the IUIM-2017.

4. Promote web-enabled (e-learning) modular
courses with virtual classrooms and labs for faster
off-campus turn-out, and establish linkages with
national, foreign universities/ institutes experts in
order to enhance the outreach activities.

The major recommendations of the IUIM-2016 are:

5. Strengthening EDUSAT-based distance learning
programme (DLP) by increasing University/
Institute network.

1. Establishing IIRS Industry Interface Cell(IIIC) at
IIRS for enhancing interactions with industry to
provide opportunity to students for carrying out
project work or internships at industry.
2. Formulation of comprehensive strategies on
capacity building programmes of long-term
courses, combination of specialized short-term
customized courses, enriching academic
interfaces and blended with vibrant out-reach
programmes including e-learning.
3. Enhancing institute's capacity building activities
and aligning them with the developmental
programmes of the Government for meeting the
diversified needs of country.

6. Explore effective strategies for expanding the
target group from fresh graduates (present trend)
to professionals and thematic/domain experts
within the Government functionaries, NGOs,
industries and other private institutions.
7. Planning of long-term training and education
programmes (PGD, M.Sc., M. Tech. and Ph.D.)
and linked to research opportunities offered by
various programmes of ISRO and other scientific
organizations in country in collaboration with
user agencies.
- Dr. Pramod Kumar & Dr. Puneet Swaroop

Celebration of Republic Day, 2017 in IIRS
The Republic Day on January 26, 2017 was
celebrated in IIRS Campus with full Zeal and
patriotic fervour with active participation of all staff
and family members of IIRS, CSSTEAP and
students of various courses.
The National Flag was hoisted by Dr.Sarnam Singh,
Dean (Academics) on behalf of Director, IIRS with
signing of National Anthem in the background.
Director, IIRS addressed the audience.
Tri-colour flags, toffees and balloons were
distributed among the children of the employees and
sweet distribution for all the participants after the
flag hoisting ceremony.
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IIRS Recreation Club conducted various
programmes for children and family members of the
employees and students/trainees of IIRS/CSSTEAP.
Prizes were awarded to the winners of the
programmes and also for the participants of various
sports events.
The Republic Day celebration concluded with the
distribution of Lunch packets for all the participants.
The participants dispersed with one another
memorable celebration.

CONTACT
CAMPUS NEWS
Forthcoming seminar/ symposiums/ conferences/ meets
1. ISPRS Summer School, October 30-31, 2017
to be held at IIRS Campus Dehradun
2. ISRS - ISG Annual Conventions, Oct 23-27,
2017 IIRS Campus, Dehradun
3. The 38th Asian Conference on Remote Sensing,

New Delhi, India, Oct 23-27, 2017, Hotel
Ashoka, New Delhi
4. ISPRS Technical Session, October 25, 2017,
Hotel Ashoka, New Delhi

Golden Jubilee Celebrations at IIRS
Golden Jubilee Celebrations were organized in
IIRS on June 21, 2017. Chairman, ISRO graced the
occasion and delivered a motivating address to
faculty & staff of IIRS. There were more than 350
registered participants including 72 former and
current employees of IIRS besides invited guests,
JRFs and 281 officer trainees/ student of IIRS &
CSSTEAP.
Thanks to strong visionary of the Govt. of India
and the International Institute for Geo-Information
Science and Earth Observation, formerly known as
International Training Centre (ITC) Netherlands
providing necessary technical support for setting
up this Institute as early as in 1966 when remote
sensing was at its nascent stage in the country. IIRS
started out its journey in May 1966 with a PG
Diploma course for mid-career professionals in
Aerial Photography and Photogrammetry,
Forestry and Geology and Soils.
On the occasion of celebrating Golden Jubilee year
Director, IIRS gave the introductory remarks
during inaugural session, which was followed by
addresses of Chief-Guest Dr. A.S. Kiran Kumar,
Chairman, ISRO & Secretary, DOS. Other
dignitaries included Dr. V.K. Dadhwal, Director,
IIST; Dr. B.L. Deekshatulu, former Director,
NRSA; Dr. V. Jayaraman, Former Director, NRSC,
Dr. S.K. Bhan, Former Dean, IIRS and other
important delegates. A book titled 'Golden
Reminiscences-50 years of capacity building' was
released by Chairman, ISRO on the occasion.
An exhibition to showcase departmental activities
was also organized during the celebrations
highlighting training & research initiatives of IIRS
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ILESTONES & ACHIEVEMENTS
(Till June, 2017)

Professionals Trained/ Enrolled
• IIRS (face-to-face):10, 711
- PG Diploma: 1,657
- M.Tech. (263) / M.Sc. (179): 442(since 2002)
- ITEC/ SCAAP (MEA sponsored): 527
- Decision Makers: 509
- NNRMS: 1,028
- Customized courses: 3,672
- Certificate courses: 2876
- Foreign participants: 1,065 from 95Countries
• IIRS Outreach Programme (DLP)
- Live & interactive: 48,156from 621 Institutes
- e-learning: 3442registrations (Learners-2643,
Registered for certificates-799 & Certified-59)
• CSSTEAP - 1,839 from 35 countries

Collaboration National & International
- With many Institutes in India and abroad for joint
research and capacity building.
- Supporting UNOOSA, UNSPIDER, UNESCAP for
training professionals from Asia-Pacific region.
• Research Initiatives
- Emerging areas of Remote Sensing, spatial
modeling and calibration/validation of earth
processes modeling,
- Collaborative and focused interdisciplinary research
on 'Monitoring & Assessment of Mountain
Ecosystem Processes in North Western Himalayas'.
- ISRO/ DOS research projects e.g., EOAM, IGBP,
SARAL-ALTIKA-UP, INSAT3D-UP, DMSP,
NISAR, etc.
Recent Infrastructure Augmentation
- State-of-the-art Distance Learning Prog. studio
- High Performance Computing (HPC)
- Golden Jubilee Hostel
- IIRS Master Plan Implementation (in-progress)
- Enhanced instrumentation for calibration/
validation of earth observation.
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students; ongoing national projects, products,
services and infrastructure available at IIRS. A shortvideo film prepared by DECU on history and
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achievements of IIRS was also screened on the
occasion.
-Dr. Pramod Kumar & Dr. Puneet Swaroop

CONTACT
Distinguished Visitors/ Guest Lecturer to IIRS

Name of the Guest Faculty
Dr. B. R. Arora

Designation & Affiliation
Former Director,
Wadia Institute of Himalayan
Geology (WIHG), Dehradun;
Former Director, Indian Institute
of Geomagnetism (IIGM),
Mumbai; Advisor, Ministry of
Earth Sciences (MoES)

Topic
Course for which invited
Journey of India following M.Tech./PGD
the break-up of Gondhwana
landmass

Dr. Asish Bhattacharya

Former Emeritus Faculty,
Presidency University, Former
Mission Director, ISRO,
Hyderabad

"Geosciences and Nuances,
Geohazards and Disaster
Management - RS
Implications"

Dr.ir. Alfred Stein

Professor, Department of Earth Geo-health- A new
Observation Science, Faculty of dimension in GI science
Geo-Information Science and
Earth Observation, University
of Twente, Enschede, The
Netherlands

M.Sc.

Dr. Parama Bhattacharya

Faculty, TISS, Mumbai

Socio-economic and
Physical Aspects of
Vulnerability

NHDRM

Dr. Chandrani
Bandopadhyay

Assistant Professor, NIDM,
New Delhi

Direct Management
Framework of India and
Recent Initiatives by Govt.
of India with special
Emphasis on DRR and Best
Practices

Dr. R. P. Singh

Scientist, Central Ground Water Groundwater Pollution
Board, (Uttaranchal Region)
(Arsenic and Fluoride) and
Hazard Analysis

Dr. R. R. Navalgund

Prof. Vikram Sarabhai
Distinguish Professor

The story of two Indian
Planetary Missions:
Chandrayaan-1 and Mars
Orbiter Mission

Mr. MahthungKithan

Project Director,
Nagaland GIS and Remote
Sensing Centre Kohima

UAV (Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle) : Technology &
Application

Dr. D. C. Srivastava

Head, Department of Earth
Science, IIT Roorkee

"Himalayan Fault Zones"

Dr. S.K. Tandon

D.N. Wadia Chair Professor;
"Geodynamics and Geology
Professor Emeritus, University of Foreland Basin and
of Delhi; Professor Emeritus,
Indo-Gangetic Plain"
IIT Kanpur;
Distinguished Visiting Professor,
IIT Mumbai

Dr. Sharad Kumar Jain

Director General, National
Water Development Agency
(NWDA), New Delhi and
Scientist-G, NIH, Roorkee.
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Integrated Water Resources
Management

NNRMS

21st Outreach Programme
of Water Resource
Management
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Alumni feedback and achievements of IIRS Alumni
Feedback
S.No.
1.

Name
Alka Singh

Course
M.Sc.
Geoinformatics
(2007-09)

Working Office Designation
Jet Propulsion
Post-Doctorate
Laboratory
(NASA),
California
institute of
technology, USA

2.

M. K. Beg

M.Sc.
Geohazards
(2007-09)

Chhattisgarh
Council of
Science &
Technology

MSc.
Geoinformatics
(2010 - 2012)

The Boston
Consulting
Group,
New Delhi

3.

Priyanka
Sharma

Experience At IIRS
I started my abroad journey from IIRS. The institute
gave me exposure to a new world and set a basic
foundation for my career. The duration spent in IIRS
were mixed with challenges and achievements,
nevertheless, I enjoyed the time there.

Scientist E1

IIRS is one of pioneer institute for training education
research in field of RS/GIS in our country, having
favorable environment. Beautiful location, good
faculty always ready to help, well designed course,
lab facility, availability of satellite data etc. makes
this institute more attractive for Govt. official to
build their capacity in this field.

Senior
Geospatial
Analyst
(Advanced
Analytics/
Strategy
Consulting)

The 18 month's course at IIRS exposed me to some
of the most brilliant minds and ideas in geospatial
& remote sensing world. IIRS helped in finding
great mentors/teachers (at ITC and IIRS) so that I
could deep dive my interests. For me, the best benefit
was getting to realize what actually "research"
means. Till today, this uncertainty keeps the fun and
challenge and helped me in becoming more
courageous and a self-starter.

Achievements
S.N. Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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14
15
16

Sandip Mukherjee

Course

M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2006-2008
SamadritaAdhikari
M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2006-2008
ChandanNayak
M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2006-2008
AmbikaMukund
M.Sc. NHDRM
2006-2008
Amitava Dutta
M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2007-2009
Kumar Gaurav
M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2007-2009
Rahul Raj
M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2007-2009
Navneet Kumar
M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2007-2009
Vijay Shanker Pandey M.Sc. Geoinformatics
2007-2009
Anupam Pandey
M.Sc. NHDRM
2007-2009
Anand Malik
M.Sc. NHDRM
2007-2009
SashikantaSahoo
M.Sc. NHDRM
2007-2009
ArunMondal
M.Sc. NHDRM
2007-2009
HimanshuGovil
PGD 2007-2008
RishikeshBharati
PGD 2007-2008
RinkiDeo
PGD 2007-2008

Current Position
Scientist, NTRO
Scientist, NTRO
Information Management Officer at International Organization for
Migration (IOM), Turkey
Whole of Syria Protection Sector Information Management Officer at
UNHCR, Turkey
Scientist, NTRO
Assiustant Professor, Indian Institutes of Science Education &
Research (IISER), Bhopal
Postdoctoral Researcher at Faculty of Geo-Information Science and
Earth Observation (ITC) of the University of Twente, The Netherlands
Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Bonn
Bonn, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany
Consultant at ERM: Environmental Resources Management, Haryana,
India
Professor, Allahabad University
S Professor, SN College, University of Delhi
Punjab Remote Sensing Centre
Post-Doctoral Scholar, University of South Carolina , Columbia
Assistant Professor, NIT Raipur
Assistant Professor, IIT Guwahati
Assistant Professor, Teri University
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Hkkjrh; lqnwj laosnu laLFkku esa miyC/k vfrlw{e&o.kZØeh; (LisDVªksjk;ksMhehVj) midj.kksa dk fooj.k

v

frlw{e&o.kZØeh; vkadM+s laLi'khZ; lwpuk miyC/k
djkrs gSA LisDVªy çfrfcac fdlh Hkh oLrq dk ,d
varfuZfgr xq.k gksrk gS ,oa fjeksV lsaflax esa ekiu dh
,d çeq[k bdkbZ gksrh gSA LisDVªksjk;ksMhehVj ,d ,slk midj.k gksrk
gS tks dsoy ,d fo'ks"k rjax nS/;Z {ks= esa fofdj.k dk dsoy vadh;
forj.k n'kkZrk gSA LisDVªksjk;ksMhehVj dk mi;ksx ,d mPp Lrjh;
fo'ouh; ,oa 'kq¼ jsfM;ks/kehZ ekiu ds fy, fd;k tkrk gS |;s
midj.k] LoLFkkfud vkadM+ks dks ,d= djus o muds fo'ys"k.k
}kjk fjeksV lsaflax vkadM+ks esa vKkr æO;ksa dh igpku ds fy, ;g
ds fy, Hkh mi;ksxh gksrs gS |buls çkIr vkadM+ks dk mi;ksx
cgqvk;keh vkSj gkbijLisDVªy besftax lsalj ds jsfM;ksesfVªd
dSfyczs'ku ds fy, fd;k tkrk gSA vf/kdka'k LisDVjks&jsfMvksesVj
350&2500 uSuks ehVj (oh,uvkbZvkj ls ,lMCY;wvkbZvkj) dh
rjax nS/kZ~; lhek esa dke djrs gSAfdlh Hkh oLrq ds rjax nS/;Z
ijkorZu ekiu ds fy, Kkr lanHkZ ijkorZu dks tkuuk vko';d gSA

bl lanHkZ ijkorZu ds
ekiu fy, 'osr lanHkZ
iSuy dk ç;ksx fd;k
tkrk gS tksfd 350
,u,e ls 2500
,u,e dh rjax nS/;Z
lhek ds va r xZ r
100ø ijkorZd gksrk
gSA ;g ikWyhVsV¶yksjksbFkkbyhu (ihVh,QbZ) vkSj fulkfnr gsykWu ls
fufeZr gksrk gSA 'osr lanHkZ IysV ds ekiu ds ckn oLrq ds rjax nS/;Z
ijkorZu dks ekius ds fy, LisDVjks&jsfMvksesVj dk mi;ksx fd;k
tkrk gSA Hkkjrh; lqnwj laosnu laLFkku nsgkjknwu esa rhu çdkj ds
LisDVjks&jsfMvksesVj miyC/k gS ftudk mi;ksx fofHkUu 'kks/k ,oa
f'k{k.k dk;ksZ esa fd;k tkrk gSA bu midj.kksa dk fooj.k fuEu lwph
esa of.kZr gS%

Øe la[;k

LisDVjks&jsfMvksesVj dk uke

o.kZØe lhek

LisDVªy fjtkWY;w'ku

1-

,,lMh QhYMLisd

350&2500 ,u,e

3 ,u,e @ 700 ,u,e
8&30 ,u,e @ 1400@2100 ,u,e

2-

,iksth ih,l 100

350&1000 ,u,e

1-6 ,u,e

3-

,lohlh ,pvkj 1024

,lohlh ,pvkj 1024

3-5 ,u,e @ 700 ,u,e
9-5 ,u,e @ 1500 ,u,e
6-5 ,u,e @ 2100 ,u,e

,,lMh QhYMLisd

,iksth ih,l 100

& dey ik.Ms ,oa fou; dqekj
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çsj.k ik'kvk/kkfjr lsalj }kjk lM+d okgu ekuhVfjax
dk;Zdkjh fl¼kar% çsj.k ik'kvk/kkfjr lM+d okgu ekuhVfjax lsalj
QSjkMs ds çsj.k fl¼kar ij dk;Z djrk gSA tc lM+d dh lrg ij
LFkkfir çsj.k ik'k ds Åij ls okgu fudyrk gS] rc çsj.k rkj es çsj.k
mRiUu gksrk gS ftls ,d oØ ds :i es vklkuh ls fpf=r fd;k tk
ldrk gS ftlsçsj.k oØ Hkh dgk tkrk gSA bl çsj.k oØ dh enn ls
vfHkxe fcanq okgu tkudkjh tSls okgu xfr] okgu çdkj] okgu dh
la[;k (okgu ?kuRo) rFkk okguls okgu rd ds chp dh nwjh dks
O;qRiUu djrk gSA bl okgu tkudkjh dks baVjusV (thihvkj,l) ds
ek/;e ls nwj fLFkr lqnwj laosnu ç.kkyh loZj rd vklkuh ls ikgqpk;k
tk ldrk gS] tgka thvkbZ,l ç.kkyh es okgu fo'ys"k.k rFkk
çR;ks{kdj.k dks fØ;kfUor fd;k tkrk gSA bl thvkbZ,l ç.kkyh] ds
tfj, lHkh ç;ksdrk okgu tkudkjh dks vklkuh ls çkIr dj ldrs gSaA
lajpuk% bl lsalj ds eq[;rk nks Hkkx gksrs gSa & (1) vk;rkdkj ;k
oxkZdkj ik'k] („) vfHkxe fcanqA lM+d dh gj ,d ysu dh lrg ij
lM+d dks vk;rkdkj ;k oxkZdkj ik'k ds :i es fof'k"V e'khu }kjk
[kqnkbZ dh tkrh gS] ftles çsj.k rkj dh enn ls çsj.k ik'k dk fuekZ.k
fd;k tkrk gSA bl çsj.k ik'k ds rkj ds nksuks fgLls vfHkxe fcanq ls
tksM+ fn;s tkrs gSaA vfHkxe fcanq tks ,d x.kukQyd dk dke djrk gS]
dks ,d gkmflax dSfcusV es j[kk tkrk gS ftls ,d [kEcs ij cka/k fn;k

fp= 2% okgu tkudkjh gsrq çsj.k oØ

fp= 3% thvkbZ,l ç.kkyh }kjk lM+d okgu ekuhVfjax

tkrk gSA bldh enn ls lM+d okgu tkudkjh dks baVjusV ds tfj,
nwjLr loZj rd igqapk;k tkrk gS] tgk¡ bl lM+d okgu tkudkjh dks
okgu fo'ys"k.k rFkk çR;ks{kdj.k ds dke yk;k tkrk gSA
Hkkjrh; lqnwj laosnu laLFkku esa bl lsUlj ç.kkyh dk mi;ksx fofHkUu
'kks/k dk;ksZ ds fy, fd;k tk jgk gSA laLFkku us nsgkjknwu 'kgj esa dbZ
LFkkuksa esa bl ç.kkyh dks LFkkfir fd;k x;k gSa rFkk buls çkIr vkadM+ks
dk ç;ksx fofHkUu 'kks/k dk;ksZ esa fd;k tk jgk gSaA
gjh 'kadj] dfiy vkscsjk;
fp= 1% lM+d ij lsalj LFkkiu

iirs
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CONTACT
Hkw& midj.kksa ,oa lqnwj laosnh fp=ksa dk 'kgjh v/;;u ds fy, lesfdr mi;ksx

l

lqnwj laosnu {ks= esa Hkw&midj.kksa dk vR;f/kd egRo
gSA fo'ks"kdj lqnwj laosnu }kjk çkIr vk¡dM+ksa dh
iqf"V ds fy, budk vR;f/kd mi;ksx fd;k tkrk gSA
lqnwj laosnu }kjk 'kgjh v/;;u ds fy, budk mi;ksx vkSj Hkh
egRo j[krk gS] D;ksafd 'kgj ds Lrj ij çkekf.kd vk¡dM+ksa dk
vHkko jgrk gSA gkykafd] vkt ds ifjis{k esa vfr mPp&foHksnu
fcEcksa ds ç;ksx }kjk cgqr gh foLr`r tkudkjh tqVkbZ tk ldrh gS]
ijUrq bu tkudkfj;ksa dh ifj'kq¼rk ekiu djus ds fy, Hkw&midj.k
gh ,d ek= miyC/k lk/ku gSAf=foe ;qXe] QksVksxzkfefr ,oa
HkkSxksfyd lwpuk ç.kkyh (th-vkbZ-,l-) rduhfd;ksa dh lgk;rk
ls 'kgjh v/;;u ds fofHkUu igyqvksa dks Nqvk tk ldrk gSA bekjrksa
dh f=vk;keh lwpuk lQyrkiwoZd ,df=r dh tk ldrh gS tSls
fd bekjrksa fd Å¡pkbZ] LdkbZ O;w dkjd bR;kfnA blh çdkj lqnwj
laosnh fp=ksa ,oa Hkw& midj.kksa] tSls & ok;q çnw"k.k laosndksa] rkieku
ekidksa ,oa oSf'od fLFkfr fu/kkZj.k rU= (th-ih-,l-) dh lgk;rk
ls fdlh {ks= ds i;kZoj.k ,oa rkieku dk v/;;u fd;k tk ldrk
gSA 'kgjh ,oa {ks=h; v/;;u ds fy, Hkw& midj.kksa ,oa lqnwj laosnh
fp=ksa dk fofHkUu vuqç;ksxksa ds fy, lesfdr mi;ksx fd;k x;k gS
ftlesa ls dqN vuqç;ksxksa dk fooj.k bl çdkj gS%
1- bekjrksa dh Å¡pkbZ lwpuk% bl v/;;u esa QksVksxzkfefr
rduhd }kjk f=vk;keh okrkoj.k esa }kjdk lcflVh fnYyh
dh bekjrksa Å¡pkbZ dh lwpuk ,df=r dh xbZA blds fy,
Hkkjrh; lqnwj laosnu mixzg dkVksZlSV&1 f=foe ;qXeksa dk
mi;ksx fd;k x;kA dkVksZlSV vkSFkksaZ dk mi;ksx dj 2000
bekjrksa dh inNki dks vafdr dj Å¡pkbZ lwpuk dks f=vk;keh
okrkoj.k esa ukik x;kA buesa ls 50 bekjrksa dh Å¡pkbZ ystj
fMLVsUl ehVj] tks fd nwjh ekiu ds fy, ,d cgqr gh mi;qä
midj.k gS] dk mi;ksx dj QhYM esa ukih xbZA lqnwj laosnu
}kjk çkIr Å¡pkbZ ,oa tehu ls çkIr Å¡pkbZ dh rqyuk djus ij
oxZ ek/;ewy =qfV (vkj-,e-,l-bZ-) 1-14 eh- çkIr gqbZA
blls Kkr gksrk gS fd lqnwj laosnu rduhd }kjk Hkh ge bekjrksa

fp= 1%
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dh Å¡pkbZ dk ;FkkFkZ ds utnhd
vkdyu dj ldrs gSA
2- LdkbZ O;w dkjd dk vkdyu%
LdkbZ O;w dkjd dk æ'; vkdk'k ds
vuqikr dks fn[kkus ds fy, mi;ksx
fd;k tkrk gSA bl çkpy (iSjkehVj)
dk mi;ksx 'kgjh tyok;q ds v/;;u
ds fy, fd;k tkrk gS] D;ksafd] ;g
fdlh Hkh LVªhV dSU;ksu }kjk vftZr
lkSj jsfM,'ku dk ekid gSA LdkbZ O;w
dkjd fdlh Hkh LVªhV dSU;ksu }kjk
rki vtZu ls lh/kk laca/k j[krk gSA fp= 2%
vxj LdkbZ O;w dkjd T;knk gS] rks T;knk Å"ek dk vtZu gksxk]
vkSj ;fn de gS] rks Å"ek dk vtZu de gksxkA bl v/;;u esa
vkbZ-vkbZ-vkj-,l- esa lqnwj laosnu }kjk çkIr bekjrksa dh
inNki ,oa Å¡pkbZ dh lwpukvksa dk mi;ksx dj L=ks= ikbZFku
Hkk"kk esa ,d lkW¶Vos;j Vwy (vjcu eksQksZyksth ,DLVªkDVj)
fodflr fd;k x;k tks fd LdkbZ O;w dkjd dks xf.kr djrk
gSA xf.kr LdkbZ O;w dkjd ifj'kq¼rk tkpus ds fy,] Fky ij
fQ'k vkbZ ySUl dSejk dk mi;ksx dj fQ'k vkbZ QksVksxzk¶l
dks ,df=r fd;k x;k ,oa LdkbZ O;w dkjd dk xBu fd;k
x;kA tehu ls çkIr LdkbZ O;w dkjd dh lkW¶Vos;j Vwy }kjk
xf.kr LdkbZ O;w dkjd ls rqyuk dh xbZA nksuksa ds vUnj varj
2-77ø çkIr gqvkA blls ;g fu"d"kZ fudyrk gS fd lqnwj
laosnu rduhd dk 'kgjh v/;;u gsrq fofHkUu çkpyksa ds
ekiu ds fy, mi;ksx fd;k tk ldrk gSA
3- nsgjknwu esa ok;q çnw"k.k ok;q çnw"k.k xfrdh% bl v/;;u esa
nsgjknwu esa ;krk;kr çsfjr ifjos'k ok;q xq.koÙkk okys ekudksa dk
ewY;kadu fd;k x;k FkkA nsgjknwu Iykfuax {ks= lhek ds 23
LFkkuksa ij ,l-vks-,Dl-] ,u-vks-,Dl- vkSj ih-,e- 2-5 tSls
ekinaMksa dk nl ?kaVs dhçfrp;u nj (lSaifyax jsV) ls v/;;u
djus ds fy, pquk x;k FkkA v/;;u ds fy, 'kgjh vkSj {ks=h;
v/;;u foHkkx ds nks ok;q çnw"k.k laosnd dk mi;ksx fd;k
x;k FkkA midj.kksa ds uke gSa% xzsokWYQ ,Mokal lsUl çks vkSj
dSlkyk MLV fMVsDVjA xzsoksYQ vfxze lsal çks dkcZu
eksuks&vkWDlkbM] gkbMªkstu lYQkbM] vkstksu] ukbVªkstu
MkbvkWDlkbM] lYQj MkbvkWDlkbM] ukbVªkstu eksuks
vkDlkbM] veksfu;k vkSj vkWDlhtu tSlh xSlksa dks ekius esa
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fp= 3% ok;q çnw"k.k laosnd

l{ke gSA ;g rkieku :ijs[kk (çksQkby) dks Hkh ekirk gSA ;g
laosnd ,d lqoká (iksVsZcy) bdkbZ gS tks fujarj MsVk fjdkWfMaZx
dks yxkrkj nl ?kaVs rd ,df=r djus esa l{ke gksrk gSA blesa
QksVks vkSj ohfM;ks fjdkWfMaZx ds fy, 2 bufcYV@fuferZ deSjk gAaS
dlSkyk MLV fMVfsDVo ih-,e-&2-5] ih-,e-&10 vkSj Vh-ih-,edks ekius esa l{ke gSA ;g 10&13 ?kaVs ds fy, çR;sd lsdaM ds
varjky ij uewuk MsVk ,d= djus esa l{ke ,d lqoká bdkbZ gSA
bldk mi;ksx var% (bu&Mksj) vkSj ckgjh vuqç;ksxksa ds fy,
fd;k tk ldrk gSA 'kgjh okrkoj.k dks tk¡pus esa nksuksa midj.kksa
dk mi;ksx ,d ok;q çnw"k.k ds vuqç;ksx esa fd;k x;kA geus
jkT; çnw"k.k fu;a=.k cksMZ ls çkIr ekiu dh rqyuk esa vPNs
ifj.kke çkIr fd, gSaA ;g vuqeku yxk;k x;k gS fd midj.k
'kgjh i;kZoj.k v/;;uksa ds fy, cgqr mi;ksxh gSA ok;q çnw"k.k
laosnd ds vfrfjä] ,d lqoká ekSle LVs'ku dk Hkh blh
v/;;u ds fy, ekSle laca/kh ekinaMksa ds vkdyu tSls gok dk
rkieku] ueh] gok dh xfr vkSj gok dh fn'kk ds fy, mi;ksx
fd;k x;k Fkk A 'kgj ds fofHkUu LFkkukas ij ok;q çn"wk.k ifjn'`;kas ds
ekM
W fyxa ds fy, ok;q çn"wk.k Qy
S ko e‚My eas bu ekl
S e lca/akh
ekinM
a kas dks vkRelkr fd;k x;kA v/;;u ls irk pyrk gS fd thvkb-Z,l- dh enn ls vkjS ;FkkfLFkfr (bu&flV)q eki ls fofHkUu
i;koZj.k fuxjkuh vuçq;kxskas dks ijwk fd;k tk ldrk gAS

iirs
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4- fnYyh {ks= esa Hkwfexr lrg rkieku xfrdh% Hkwfexr lrg
rkieku (,y-,l-Vh-) 'kgjh bykdksa esa egRoiw.kZ çkpyksa esa ls
,d gS] tks lrg 'kgjh xehZ }hi çHkko (,l-,p-bZ-vkbZ-) dks
n'kkZrk gSA bl rjg ds ,d v/;;u e]as fnYyh {k=s dh lrg ds
rkieku dh xfr'khyrk dk vueqku yM
aS lVS 5] yM
aS lVs 7 vkjS
yM
aS lVs 8 bet
s jh }kjk yxk;k x;k Fkk vkjS vHk|
s lrg {k=s] ,u-Mhoh-vkb-Z vkjS ,u-Mh-ch-vkb-Z ds lkFk lEcfa/kr gAS lrg ds rkieku

fp= 4% fnYyh {ks=% xkft;kckn] nknjh] uks,Mk] Qjhnkckn ,oa xqM+xk¡o

dks yt
s j fMftVy rkieku xu dk mi;kxs djrs g,q Fky ij ekU;
fd;k x;k Fkk tks fofHkUu lrg lfqo/kkvkas ds fy, fMxhz lfsYl;l eas
rkRdkfyd lrg ds rkieku dks ekirk gAS gLrfLFkr (gM
aS gYsM)
fVEªcy tuqks th-ih-,l- dk mi;kxs fnYyh {k=s ds fpfUgr LFkku ij
ntZ fd, x;kA fnYyh {k=s ds Hkhrj igpkus x, LFkku ds fun'Zskd
gLrfLFkr fVEªcy tuqks th-ih-,l- dk mi;kxs dj ntZ fd, x, FkAs
;g ik;k x;k fd vHk|
s lrg {k=s ,u-Mh-oh-vkb-Z vkjS ,u-Mh-chvkb-Z ls tuojh vkjS ebZ nkuskas ekl
S ekas ds fy, ,y-,l-Vh- ds lkFk
cgsrj lg&lcafU/kr gSA
bl ys[k esa vkbZ-vkbZ-vkj-,l- ds 'kgjh ,oa {ks=h; v/;;u
foHkkx esa fd, x, mu dqN v/;;uksa dk mYys[k fd;k x;k tks
lqnwj laosnh fp=ksa ,oa Hkw&midj.kksa ds lesfdr mi;ksx }kjk fd,
x, gSaA 'kgjh fodkl ds fy, mPp&foHksnu {kerk ds fcEcksa ,oa
vk¡dM+ksa dh vko;'kdrk iM+rh gSA 'kgjh ,oa {ks=h; v/;;u ds
fy, mi;ksxh LFkkuh; dkjdksa dks mPp&foHksnu {kerk ,oa
Hkw&midj.kksa ds lesfdr mi;ksx }kjk gh çkIr fd;k tkuk lEHko
gSA vr% 'kgjh ,oa {ks=h; fodkl ds fy, nksuksa çdkj ds vk¡dM+k
Jksr dk egRo gSA mijksä lHkh v/;;uksa esa fun'kZu (eksMfyax)
ds fy, ;k tuksi;ksxh ;k fun'kZu dh iqf"V djus ls lacfU/kr
ifj.kke çkIr gq, ftuds fy, Hkw&midj.kksa dk ç;ksx fd;k x;k
gS] tks Hkw& midj.kksa ,oa lqnwj laosnh fp=ksa dh 'kgjh v/;;u ds
fy, lesfdr mfi;ksfxrk dh /kkj.kk dks LFkkfir djrs gSaA
& MkW- ofUnrk JhokLro] Jherh {kek xqIrk]
Jherh vklQk flíhdh ,oa Jh çeksn dqekj

CONTACT
LoPN Hkkjr vfHk;ku Hkkjrh; lqnwj laosnu laLFkku esa

L

oPN Hkkjr fe'ku Hkkjr ljdkj dk ,d loksZRØ"V
dk;ZØe gS ftldh leh{kk Loa; Hkkjr ds ç/kkuea=h
}kjk dh tkrh gSA Hkkjr dks LoPN cukus ds y{; ds
lkFk ubZ fnYyh ds jkt?kkV ij 2 vDVwcj 2014 dks ç/kkuea=h Jh
ujsUæ eksnh th ds }kjk bl vfHk;ku dh 'kq:vkr gqbZ ftldk y{; gS
2 vDVwcj 2019 rd gj ifjokj dks 'kkSpky; lfgr
LoPNrk&lqfo/kk miyC/k djkuk gSBksl vkSj æo vif'k"V fuiVku
O;oLFkkxkao esa lQkbZ vkSj lqjf{kr rFkk i;kZIr ek=k esa ihus dk ikuh
miyC/k gksA ;s cgqr egRoiw.kZ gS fd bl vfHk;u dks lQy cukus
ds fy;s ç/kkuea=h Loa; vxzlfØ; Hkwfedk fuHkk jgs gSaA jkt?kkV ij
mUgksaus [kqn lM+dksa dks lkQ dj bl eqfge dh 'kq:vkr dhA
varfj{k foHkkxHkkjr ljdkj ls çkIr fn'kk funsZ'kksa ds vuqlkj LOPN
Hkkjr fe'ku ds rgr Hkkjrh; lqnwj laosnu laLFkku Hkh o"kZ 2016 ls
laLFkku ds fofHkUu Hkouksa vkoklh; dkyksuh rFkk ifjlj esa lQkbZ
dk;ZØeksa dk vk;kstu djrk gSA fofHkUu Hkouksa vkfn esa lQkbZ
bR;kfn dk;ksZ dks djokus ds fy;s laLFkku esa dk;Zjr~ deZpkfj;ksa dks
Qksdy IokbaV euksuhr fd;k x;k gSA laLFkku es dk;Zjr~ Jh —".k
xksikyç'kklfud vf/kdkjh dks LoPN Hkkjr vfHk;ku ds varZxr
uksMy vf/kdkjh euksuhr fd;k x;k gSA le; ij laLFkku esa dk;Zjr~
leLr vf/kdkjh ,oa deZpkjhx.k LoPNrk ls lacaf/kr 'kiFk ysrs gSaA
çR;sd Qksdy IokbZaV okf"kZd dSysaMj ds vuqlkj mUgsa fn;s x;s Hkou
vkSj vkl&ikl fLFkr {ks= dh iw.kZ :i ls lQkbZ bR;kfn dh O;oLFkk
djrk gSA LoPN Hkkjr fe'ku ds varZxr fd;s x;s dk;ksZ dh ekfld
fjiksVZ varfj{k foHkkxHkkjr ljdkj dks çsf"kr dh tkrh gSA blds
vfrfjä laLFkku ds deZpkfj;ksa }kjk le; ij laLFkku ds vkl&ikl
ds ekSgYyksa esa LoPNrk ls lacaf/kr tkx:drk vfHk;ku pyk;k tkrk
gS ftlesa fuokljr fuokfl;ksa dks LoPNrk ds egRo rFkk laca/k esa
tkx:d fd;k tkrk gSA LoPNrk ls lacaf/kr vk;keksa ij

tu&tkx:drk ij iksLVj vkfn dk ?kjksa esa forj.k fd;k tkrk gSA
laLFkku ds iM+kSlh ekSgYyksa esa ukfy;ks alM+dksa vkfn dh lQkbZ
djokbZ tkrh gS rFkk dwM+s dk leqfpr fuLrkj.k fd;k tkrk gSA
laLFkku ifjlj ds vkl&ikl dh txgksa ij xanxh rFkk dwMs+ ds <sj dks
lkQ dj ogka xeysa ikS/kksa lfgr tkrs gSaA pyk;s tkus okys lQkbZ
vfHk;kuksa esa dwM+s ds fuLrkj.k gsrq nsgjknwu uxj fuxe deZpkfj;ksa dh
Hkh lgk;rk yh tkrh gSA laLFkku us vHkh gky gh esa vkbZ-vkbZ-vkj,l- efgyk Dyc ds lkFk feydj Ldwy esa i<+us okys cPpksa dks
LoPNrk ij jkspd tkudkfj;ka nh vkSj mUgsa çksRlkfgr djus ds fy;s
NksVh&NksVh ç'uokfpdkvksa dk vk;kstu fd;kA çksRlkgu Lo:i
mUgsa dkfi;ksa rFkk LVs'kujh vkfn dk forj.k fd;k x;kA LoPNrk ij
tkx:drk gsrq laLFkku esa dk;Zjr deZpkfj;ksa ds cPpksa ds fy;s
LoPNrk ij vk/kkfjr ,dvkVZ daiVh'ku dk vk;kstu fd;k x;kA
blds vfrfjä muds fy;s LoPNrk ij vk/kkfjr míj.k çLrfr ij
daiVh'ku dk Hkh vk;kstu fd;k x;k vkSj iqjLd`r cPpksa dks migkj
nsdj lEekfur fd;k x;kA laLFkku fofHkUu Ldwyksa esa ck;ks vk/kkfjr
'kkSp?kjksa ds fuekZ.k ij Hkh lfØ; gSA

d`".k xksiky
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varjjk"Vªh; efgyk fnol

,

,d oSf'od fnol gS ftls efgykvksa ds vf/kdkjksa ds
vkanksyu dkseukus dks lefiZr fd;k x;k gSA bl fnol
dks nqfu;k Hkj ds dbZ ns'kksa esa euk;k tkrk gSA ;g ,d
fnu gS tc efgykvksa dks viuh miyfC/k;ksa ds fy,
çksRlkfgr fd;k tkrk gSA bls eukus ds ihNs edln ;gh gS fd fyax Hksn
dks de fd;k tk lds vkSj efgykvksa dks leku gd fey ldsaA
varjkZ"Vªh; efgyk fnol ds ekSds ij gj lky la;qä jk"Vª }kjk ,d
fo"k; (Fkhe) nh tkrh gSA 8 ekpZ 2017 dk fo"k; ßdkedkth
ifjorZu'khy fo'o esa efgyk% xzg 50 –50 2030 rdÞ ij /;ku dsafær
fd;k x;k gS vkSj vfHk;ku dk fo"k; ßifjorZu ds fy, lkgfld cuksÞ
gSA efgykvksa ds lkFkZd fufgrkFkZ gsrq dkedkth nqfu;k cny jgh
gSA,d vksj] rduhdh fodkl vkSj oS'ohdj.k mu yksxksa ds fy,
'kkunkj volj çnku djkrs gSa tks mu rd igqap ldrs gSaA nwljh vksj]
Je dh vukSipkfjdrk] vk; dh vlekurk vkSj ekuoh; deh c<+rh
tk jgh gSA
ekpZ 8] 2017 dks vkbZvkbZvkj,l ifjlj esa varjkZ"Vªh; efgyk fnol
euk;k x;k ftlesa lHkh deZpkfj;ksa] 'kks/kdrkZvks vkSj Nk=ksa] MkVk ,aVªh
vkWijsVj (efgyk) vkSj vkbZvkbZvkj,l efgyk Dyc dh Hkkxhnkjh

iirs
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'kkfey FkhA bl volj dks eukus ds fy, ekpZ 8] 2017 dks dbZ
dk;ZØe vk;ksftr fd, x,A
lekjksg dk lqHkkjaHk efgykvksa ds fy, jpukRed çfrLi/kkZ
çfr;ksfxrk ls gqvk ftlesa efgykvksa us Vhe cukdj Hkkxfy;kA Vheksa
dks f'kYi lkexzh çnku dh x;h vkSj mUgsa ,d efgyk mUeq[k fo"k; ij
tksj nsus ds lkFk lkewfgd :i ls lkexzh dk bLrseky djus ds fy,
dgk x;k FkkA bl çfr;ksfxrk dk fu.kZ; Jherh ,- larejkbZ] v/;{k
ysfMt Dyc] ihihbZth ds lewg çeq[k Jh çeksn dqekj vkSj Jherh
'ksQkyh vxzoky çeq[k ihvkj,lMh }kjk fd;k x;k FkkA
nksigj ds le; dk;Ø
Z e dks lHkkxkj eas vk;kfstr fd;k x;k ftleas lHkh
dep
Z kfj;k]as Nk=kas vkjS ifjokj ds lnL;kas us Hkkx fy;kAJherh 'kQ
s kyh
vxozky us lHkk dk Lokxr fd;kA Jherh ,- lraejkbZ us lHkk dks
lcakfs/kr fd;k vkjS bl volj ij ,d lnaqj dfork çLrrq dhA VfSixa
ikVsfas'k;y yfuxZa flLVe dh fun'Zskd lJ
q h vykd
s fu;kxshuÞs xfsuxa
ekesVase% bVl
~ VkbeVq fFkd
a ,M
a ,lhyjVs tM
as j ifSjVh" ij ,d fnypLi
Hkk"k.k fn;kA blds ckn fo|kfFk;Zkas vkjS efgykvkas ds Dyc }kjk fofHkUu
jxakjxa dk;Ø
Z ekas çLrrq fd, x,A ijqLdkj forj.k ds ckn i'pkr Mk- ,lfasFky deqkj] fun'skd egkns; us lHkk dks lcakfs/kr fd;kA

& ehuk{kh dqekj

CONTACT
Superannuation and Appointments
New Appointments (including transfer-in cases)

Mr. Chandra Mohan Bhatt
Sci/Engr-SF, who has joined IIRS on 22.05.2017
consequent to his transfer from NRSC,
Hyderabad in same capacity

Outgoing Officials (Transfer)

Mr. Jagdish Muunshi

Mr. Prem Chand

Shri P.S. Rawat

Safaiwala-B
retired on superannuation
on 31.01.2017

Sr. LVD-A
retired on superannuation
on 28.02.2017

Junior Engineer
retired on superannuation
on 31.03.2017
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TRAINING CALENDAR 2017
Last updated on 12 .1.2017
S.
No.

Course
Code

Specialization

Intermediate/
Pre-University

Essential Qualifications

POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSES IN REMOTE SENSING AND GIS WITH SPECIALIZATION IN DISCIPLINES
1.

D-AS

Agriculture and Soils

Science

2.

D-FE

Forest Resources & Ecosystem Analysis

Science

3.

D-GG

Geosciences

Science

4.

D-MS

Marine & Atmospheric Sciences

Science with Maths

5.

D-UR

Urban & Regional Studies

Science

6.
7.

D-WR
D-PR

Water Resources
Photogrammetry & Remote Sensing

Science with Maths
Science with Maths

8.

D-NHDRM Natural Hazards & Disaster Risk
Management

1.
2.
3.
4.

Science

M.Sc. in Agriculture (Soil Sci./ Agromet./ Agron./ Plant Physiol./ Hort./ Soil Cons./ Watershed Mgmt.)/ Env. Sc.* OR 4 Years
B.Sc. (Agri./ Hort.) OR B.E./ B.Tech.(Agril. Engg./ Agri. Informatics) OR M.A./M.Sc. in Geography*
4 years B.Sc. Forestry/ Biotech./ Forest-Biotech./ Bioinformatics OR B.E./ B.Tech. (Biotech./ Forest. Biotech/ Bioinformatics/
Genetic Engineering) OR M.Sc.(Forestry/ Ecology/ Botany/ Wildlife Sci./ Biosci./ Zoology/ Env. Sci.*/ Life Sci./ Plant Science)
with Biology subjects at Graduation OR M.A./M.Sc. in Geography*
B.Tech./ B.E. in Civil Engg./ Geosci./ Petrol. Engg./ Mining Engg./ Mineral Processing OR M.Sc./ M.Sc.(Tech.)/ M.Tech. in
Geol./ Appl. Geol./ Geophy./ Earth Sci./ Geoexplor./ Petrol. Engg./ Geo-Engg./ Mining Engg./ Geography*
M.Sc. in Marine Sci./ Earth Sci./ Phy./ Oceanog./ Meteor./ Atm. Sci./ Env. Sci.*/ Maths OR Master in Geography with B.Sc. in
Phy., Chem., Math, Geology, Env. Sci. / Marine Biology
B. Plan./ B.Arch OR B.E./ B.Tech. (Civil/ Comp. Engg./ I.T.) OR Master (Plan./ Arch./ Civil/ Comp. Engg. / IT/ Geo-inform. or
equivalent / Env.Sc.*) OR M.A./M.Sc. in Geography*
B.E./ B.Tech. (Civil Engg./ Agril. Engg./ Water Resources Engg./ Structural Engg.) OR Master (Geol./ Env. Sci.*)
B.E./ B.Tech./ B.Sc. Engg. (Civil / Electronics/ Electrical/ E.C.E./ Comp. Sci./ Comp. Engg./ IT/ Geomatics/ Geoinform./ Remote
Sensing) OR M.Sc./ M.Tech. (Phy./ Appl. Phy./ Maths/ Chem./Stat./ Appl. Maths/ Geoinform./ Geomatics/ Remote Sensing or
equivalent)/ Geography with Science Subjects at Graduation level
B. Arch./ B. Plan./ M. Plan. OR M.A./M.Sc. in Geography* OR B.E./ B.Tech. (Civil/ Agril./ Env./ Geosci./ Geoexplor./ Geo Engg./
Earthquake Engg./ I.T./ Comp. Sci.) OR B.Sc. (4-year Forestry/ Agri.) OR Master (Disaster Mgmt.)/ MCA with Science Subjects
at Graduation level OR M.Sc. (Phy./ Maths/ Chem./ Botany/ Zool./ Geol./ Earth Sci./ Env. Sci.*/ Marine Sci./ Atm. Sci./ Agri./
Forestry)

Each specialisation has 6 seats *with graduation in Science however M.Sc. will be preferred
Start date: 14.08.2017 and Completion date: 15.06.2018
Last date to Apply: 30.04.2017
Course fee: Govt. Sponsored = Nil, Self-financed (Indian) = Rs. 60,000.00, Self-financed (Foreign) = $ 6,000 USD

*with graduation in Science however M.Sc. will be preferred

M.TECH. IN RS & GIS WITH SPECIALIZATION IN FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES
9.

M–RG

Specialization: (i) Agriculture and Soils, (ii) Forest Resources &
Ecosystem Analysis, (iii) Geosciences, (iv) Marine &
Atmospheric Sciences, (v) Urban & Regional Studies,
(vi) Water Resources, (vii) Satellite Image Analysis &
Photogrammetry and (viii) Geoinformatics

l For specializations from Sl. No. 1 to 7: corresponding qualifications as mentioned for Post-Graduate Diploma courses are
applicable. Candidate with M.Sc.(Geog.) and graduation in Science subjects is eligible.
l Entrance Requirement for Geoinformatics Specialization: M.Sc./ M.Tech. (Physics/ Appl. Physics/ Electron./ Maths/ Appl.
Maths/ Stat./ IT/ Comp. Sci./ Geo-Engg.) OR M.Sc.(Remote Sensing/ Geoinform./ Geomatics or its equivalent), OR M.Sc.
(Geog.) with graduation in Science OR B.E./ B.Tech./ B.Sc.(Engg.) (with four year deg. course) in Civil/ Electron. & Comm./
Elect./ Comp. Sci./ Comp./ IT/ Remote Sensing/ Geoinform./ Agri. Inform./ Forest Inform

1.
2.
3.
4.

M.Tech. course has 30 seats.
Start date: 14.08.2017 and Completion date: 16.08.2019,
Last Date to Apply: 30.04.2017
Course fee: Govt. Sponsored = Rs. 20,000 (Andhra Univ. Regn. Fee)
Self-financed (Indian) = Rs. 1,44,000 + Rs. 20,000 (Andhra Univ. Regn. Fee) Self-financed (Foreign) = 14, 400 USD + Rs. 20,000 (Andhra Univ. Regn. Fee)
Note (for M.Tech. and PG Diploma Courses):
a. Candidates should have secured a minimum of 55% marks in the qualifying examination.
b. M.Tech. degree is accredited by Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.
c. Diploma holders with engineering degree in relevant discipline will be allowed for both PG Diploma and M.Tech. programme
d. Admission for M.Tech. course is based on entrance test (held at Bangalore, Dehradun, Jodhpur, Kolkata, Nagpur, Shillong and Thiruvananthapuram), interview and academic record. Govt.-sponsored
candidates are exempted from written test and they have to appear only for interview. Other candidates need to appear for Entrance Examination followed by Interview.
e. Admission to P.G. Diploma course is based on merit considering the academic record and subject relevance. Govt. sponsored candidates are given preference.
f. Discipline, once opted, can’t be changed during the course. The age limit for admission to above courses (Sl. No. 1-8) is 45 yrs.

IIRS-ITC JOINT EDUCATION PROGRAMME
10. D-GI

Post-Graduate Diploma in
Geoinformation Science & Earth
Observation with specialization in
Geoinformatics

Science

M.Sc./ M.Tech. (Phy./ Appl. Phy./ Electron./ Maths/ Appl. Maths/ Stat./ IT/ Comp. Sci./ Geology/ Geophysics/ Geo-Engg./
Agriculture/ Forestry/ Env. Sci.), OR Master in Geog. (having B.Sc. in science subjects) OR B.E./ B.Tech./ B.Sc.(Engg.) (with 4
years deg. course) in Civil/ Electron. & Comm./ Comp. Sci./ Comp./ IT/ Electrical/ Geoinformatics/ Geomatics/ Agril./ Geosci./
Petrol./ Mining/ Agri. Inform./ Agriculture/ Forest Inform./ Forestry or equivalent OR B.Arch./ B.Plan./ M.Arch./ M.Plan. OR MCA
(having B.Sc. in Science subjects) OR Govt. officials having B.Sc. and Science at 10+2 level only for P.G. Diploma

1.
2.
3.
4.

Total seats = 10 Nos.
Start date: 18.09.2017 and Completion date: 20.07.2018
Last Date to Apply: 30.04.2017
Course Fee: Govt. Sponsored = EURO 450
Self-financed (Indian) = Rs. 65,000 + Euro 450 (ITC Fee), Self-financed (Foreign) = Euro 3000 + Euro 450 (ITC-fee)
Note:
a. Post-Graduate Diploma in Geoinformatics (D-GI) is awarded jointly by IIRS and ITC/University of Twente.
b. Admission for PG Diploma Course is based on merit considering the academic record and experience. Government-sponsored candidates are given preference.
11.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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M-GI

M.Sc. in Geoinformation Science & Earth
Observation with specialization in
Geoinformatics

Entrance requirements as mentioned under Sl. No. 10.

Total seats = 10 Nos.
Start date: 18.09.2017 & Completion date: 22.03.2019
Last date to Apply: 30.04.2017
Course Fee for Individual Candidate - Govt. Sponsored = Nil Fee to IIRS + ITC Fee# + Others%
Self-financed (Indian) = Rs. 1,20, 000 + ITC Fee# + Others%, Self-financed (Foreign) = Euro 5000 (payable to IIRS) + ITC Fee# + Others%
#ITC Fee: [Euro 4708 (tuition fee)] Plus Euro 4043 approx. (towards living allowance [Euro 3563), Insurance [Euro170] & other cost [Euro 310] for 4.5 month stay in The Netherlands) payable to ITC
%Others: To and fro air- travel to visit ITC ( to be borne by student)
Note:
a. For M.Sc. course, candidate should have secured a minimum of 60% marks in the qualifying examination.
b. The M.Sc. degree is awarded by the University of Twente, The Netherlands under Joint IIRS-ITC Education Program.
c. The admission for M.Sc. Course is based on entrance test (held annually at Bangalore, Dehradun, Jodhpur, Kolkata, Nagpur, Shillong and Thiruvananthapuram), interview and academic record; governmentsponsored candidates are exempted from appearing in the entrance test.

CONTACT
S.
No.

Course
Code

Specialization

Intermediate/
Pre-University

Essential Qualifications

REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS: THEME-SPECIFIC ORIENTATION COURSE
12. O-DM
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remote Sensing –An Overview for
Decision Makers

Decision makers in organizations (with 10 yrs. experience in service)

Total seats = 10 Nos.
Start date: 12.06.2017 & Completion date: 15.06.2017
Last date to Apply: 12.05.2017 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES (Only for Foreign Nationals from ITEC/SCAAP Partner Countries)
Course Fee for Individual Candidate - Govt. Sponsored = Rs. 10,000 (includes boarding + lodging charges)
Self-financed (Indian) = 10,000 (includes boarding + lodging charges)

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES (ONLY FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS FROM ITEC/SCAAP PARTNER COUNTRIES)
13. S-RS

Short Course on Remote Sensing with
special emphasis on Digital Image

P.G. Deg./ Grad. Deg./ 5-year Diploma in Phy., Chem., Maths, Botany, Forestry, Zool, Wildilife Sci., Env. Sci., Life Sci., Agri. Sci., Meteorology (Agro/
Hydro) subjects, Geog. (with B.Sc. at Grad. level) or any other Sci. / any discipline of Engg. with sufficient knowledge of Maths/ Stat. at high school
level/Processing (ITEC-Sponsored) middle level resource managers and professionals from Govt., NGOs, Universities with 2-year work experience.
Age limit: up to 45 yrs.

1. Total seats = 20
2. Start date: 09.01.2017 & Completion date: 03.03.2017
14. S-GI

Short Course on Geoinformatics
(ITEC-Sponsored)

P.G. Deg./ Grad. Deg./ 5-year Diploma in Phy./ Chem./ Maths/ Botany/ Forestry/ Zool/ Wildilife Sci./ Env. Sci./ Life Sci./ Agri. Sci./ Meteorology (Agro/
Hydro), Geog. (with B.Sc. at Grad. level) or any other Sci./ any discipline of Engg. with sufficient knowledge of Maths/ Stat. at high school level/ middle
level resource managers and professionals from Govt./NGOs/Universities with 2-year experience. Age limit: up to 45 yrs.

1. Total seats = 20 Nos.
2. Start date: 18.09.2017, Completion date: 10.11.2017
3. ITEC Course Fee for Individual Candidate - Govt. Sponsored = Rs. 21,000
Self-financed (Indian) = Rs. 21,000 (12,000- Fee + 9,000 - Regn.)
Candidates should Apply through Ministry of External Affairs Govt. of India (www.itecgoi.in)
15. C-RS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Short Course on Remote Sensing and Image Interpretation

Graduate in any discipline with 2 years’ experience

Total seats = 05 Nos.
Start date: 09.01.2017, Completion date: 03.03.2017
Last date to Apply: 15.12.2016 NNRMS-ISRO
Course Fee for Individual Candidate - Govt. Sponsored = Rs. 20,000 (12,000- Fee + 8,000 - Regn.)
Self-financed (Indian) = Rs. 20,000 (12,000- Fee + 8,000 - Regn.)

NNRMS-ISRO SPONSORED CERTIFICATE COURSES: FOR UNIVERSITY FACULTY ONLY
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
1.
2.
3.
4.

N-GI
N-WR
N-FE
N-UR
N-CM
N-GG
N-GA
N-CO

GIS Technology and Advances
RS & GIS in Water Resources
RS & GIS in Forestry/ Ecology / Wildlife/ Env. Sciences
RS & GIS in Urban & Regional Studies
RS & GIS in Cartography and Mapping
RS & GIS in Geosciences
RS & GIS in Soils & Land Use Planning
RS & GIS in Coastal & Ocean Sciences

P.G. Deg. in Sci./ Engg./ Geog. / MCA
P.G. Deg. in Civil / Agril. Engg.
P.G. Deg.in Bot. /Ecol. /For. /Env. Sci. / Zool. / Wildlife Sci. /LifeSci. / Biosci.
P.G. Deg. in Plann. /Civil Engg. /Arch./Geog.
P.G. Deg. in Sci./ Engg./ Geog.
P.G. Deg. in Geol./Appl. Geol./ Geophy./ Geog.
P.G. Deg. in Agri./Geog./ Env. Sci./Agric. Engg./Soil Cons.
P.G. Deg.in Marine Sci./Geol./Oceanog./Appl. Geol./ Env. Sci.

Each discipline has 8 seats
Start date: 01.05.2017 & Completion date: 23.06.2017
Last Date to Apply: 31.03.2017
Course Fee for Individual Candidate - Govt. Sponsored = Nil
- Self-financed (Indian) = Rs. 12,000

Note: These are reuglar courses that are offered every year during the same time period with minor modifications, published through website: www.iirs.gov.in
Important information:
a)
If the date of course commencement falls on a holiday, course will start from next working day.
b)
Sponsoring organizations are required to meet all expenses viz., traveling allowance, daily allowance, contingent expenses, medical expenses, etc. for their candidates. However, courses at Sl. Nos. 12,
13, 14 &15 are paid courses for all including Govt. organizations. In case of NNRMS course, sponsored candidates admitted are paid TA/DA as per applicable ISRO/DOS rules.
c)
Govt. organizations (Central/State Government Ministries/ Departments or Autonomous Institutions and State and Central Govt.-funded Universities) can sponsor only permanent employee.
d)
Course fee and other expenditure are likely to change as per IIRS and collaborating University’s/ Institute’s policy.
e)
Security deposit: Self-financed candidates have to deposit security deposit one month prior to the commencement of the course @ Rs. 4000/-in respect of Certificate Courses@ Rs.6000/- in respect of
P.G. Diploma Courses, and @ Rs. 10000/- in respect of M.Sc./M.Tech. courses failing which seats would be offered to the wait-listed candidates.
f)
Boarding and lodging charge at IIRS Hostel are Rs. 2500 p.m. (approx.). Local candidates will be considered for hostel accommodation only if available.
g)
Number of seats are subject to change for all courses as per facility available and the decision of Director, IIRS shall be final regarding admissions.
For further details, please contact: Dean (Academics) or Group Head, Program Planning & Evaluation Group, Indian Institute of Remote Sensing, ISRO, 4 Kalidas Road, Dehradun-248001,U.K., India. Tel: +91135-2524105, 2524106, 2524107, Fax: +91-135-2741987, 2748041; E-mail: admissions@iirs.gov.in. Kindly visit our website-www.iirs.gov.in for details about IIRS and application form download.
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Dear Readers,
This issue of CONTACT newsletter contains articles
on Diaster Management Support using Space Technology.
Kindly write to us at newsletter@iirs.gov.
in for suggestions/feedback.
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